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Abstract 
 

Cortical and limbic brain areas are regarded as centers for learning. However, how thalamic 

sensory relays participate in plasticity upon associative learning, yet support stable long-term 

sensory coding remains unknown. Using a miniature microscope imaging approach, we 

monitor the activity of populations of auditory thalamus (medial geniculate body) neurons in 

freely moving mice upon fear conditioning. We find that single cells exhibit mixed selectivity 

and heterogeneous plasticity patterns to auditory and aversive stimuli upon learning that is 

independent from cortical feedback. We identified neurons in medial geniculate body that 

encode for the upcoming behavior of the animal. Cholinergic inputs to the medial geniculate 

body modulate the associative learning. The plasticity and neuronal responses to the different 

stimuli are conserved in amygdala-projecting medial geniculate body neurons but there is no 

enhanced plasticity in these cells. Activity in auditory thalamus to amygdala-projecting neurons 

stabilizes single cell plasticity in the total medial geniculate body population and is necessary 

for fear memory consolidation. In contrast to individual cells, population level encoding of 

auditory stimuli remained stable across days. Our data identifies auditory thalamus as a site 

for complex neuronal plasticity in fear learning upstream of the amygdala that is in an ideal 

position to drive plasticity in cortical and limbic brain areas. These findings suggest that medial 

geniculate body’s role goes beyond a sole relay function by balancing experience-dependent, 

diverse single cell plasticity with consistent ensemble level representations of the sensory 

environment to support stable auditory perception with minimal affective bias. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Background 
 

1.1.1. Associative learning 
 

Emotion can be defined as the unconscious evaluation of a situation as potentially beneficial 

or harmful. These emotions lead to responses as we adapt to the situation, these responses 

can be innate (fear of the dark) but can also be learnt (for example, not touching a hot plate). 

The ability to learn from past experiences is essential, not only for humans but for all animals. 

It allows animals to escape from predators or to know where to find food. An animal’s ability to 

learn gives it the best chance of survival as it can adapt to changing circumstances. When the 

ability to learn is impaired individuals have greater life challenges. In 1992, the psychologist 

David Shanks described a patient, named Greg, who had a benign brain tumor removed1,2. 

This left him amnesic, he could only remember events from his early life but could not 

remember experiences from later on in life and was unable to learn anything new. In 1976, 

Greg believed that Lyndon Johnson was still president of the United States of America (he was 

president from 1963 to 1969 and died in 1973). He was also unable to remember his father’s 

death. On each occasion Greg was confronted by the information of his father’s death, he was 

overwhelmed with grief, negatively impacting his long-term mental well-being and quality of 

life1,2.  

One of the most basic forms of learning is associative learning, whereby a new response 

becomes associated with a particular stimulus. For example, seeing a hot oven and not 

touching it or smelling the delicious aroma of cooking food and then eating it. In its broad sense 

associative learning can be used to describe any form of learning outside of habituation, 

however in its more restrictive definition it is learning that occurs through conditioning.  

Conditioning is a form of learning whereby a stimulus becomes more effective in evoking a 

response. The most famous example comes from the Russian psychologist Pavlov3–5. In his 

famous experiment, when a dog was presented with food, it started to salivate. The food led 

to an unconditioned, innate, response: salivation. Therefore the food is termed unconditioned 

stimulus (US). When Pavlov then rang a bell before presenting the food, it conditioned the dog 

to expect food after hearing a bell ring. The ringing of the bell was a conditioned stimulus (CS) 

because by the end of the learning, the dog salivated upon hearing the bell. 

This basic form of learning has been used in neuroscience to understand how the brain 

computes memory formation and retrieval. Understanding the circuitry involved in associative 
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learning is essential for understanding what happens in disorders where memory is hijacked 

into a high fear state such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) where noises, sounds, 

places are associated with traumatic experiences6. It also enables a better understanding of 

what happens when disorders prevent proper learning and understanding of the world around 

such as in schizophrenia or autism7,8. 

 One of the most common paradigms used to study classical pavlovian conditioning is an 

auditory fear conditioning paradigm. In these experiments, instead of food, which made 

Pavlov’s dog salivate, a tone CS is paired with a mild foot shock US. In the pre-conditioning 

state, the animal shows no fear response and in the post conditioning state, it develops a fear 

response in the shape of freezing, which is characterized by a complete absence of movement 

and is easy to track.   

 

1.1.2. Fear conditioning 
 

Classical fear conditioning has been widely used to understand the brain processes involved 

in associative learning. Using this paradigm has allowed us to understand that the amygdala, 

a highly connected brain region in the temporal lobe which receives inputs from the auditory 

cortex, auditory thalamus and many other brain regions such as the prefrontal cortex and the 

hippocampus9–12, plays an essential role in fear conditioning. Indeed, inactivation of the 

amygdala through pharmacological or lesioning studies prevents the acquisition or retrieval of 

the fear memory underlining that neural activity in the amygdala is necessary for associative 

fear learning13–15. It has also been shown that individual neurons in amygdala receive 

converging auditory CS and somatosensory US information therefore placing it in an ideal 

position for Hebbian learning16. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that auditory CS neural 

responses in the amygdala are enhanced when the CS is paired with the US demonstrating 

that pairing the CS and US leads to the strengthening of the auditory inputs to the 

amygdala17,18. With this evidence placing the amygdala at the center for associative learning, 

its role and circuitry has been further explored. 

Findings of this amygdala research suggest that there are distinct populations of cells within 

amygdala which enable mice to switch between different fear states19. The micro-circuitry of 

the amygdala is shown to be deciphered with inhibitory interneurons controlling the fear 

learning through disinhibition20. Different subtypes of interneurons such as somatostatin, 

vasoactive intestinal peptide and parvalbumin expressing interneurons have been 

demonstrated to play distinct roles within the amygdala microcircuit20,21. It has also been shown 

that not only individual cells of the amygdala code for the fear learning, but that it also occurs 
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at the population level. Moreover, the strength of the ensemble-encoded CS-US association 

was shown to predict the level of behavioral conditioning in each mouse22.  

Whilst the research in auditory fear conditioning has concentrated on the amygdala, it has 

become increasingly apparent that the amygdala is not the only brain area to play a crucial 

role in fear learning23. The auditory cortex is heavily involved in the processing of sounds and 

has been shown to play a role in auditory fear conditioning. Auditory cortex lesions or 

inactivation reduce fear learning when complex sounds are used24–26. Interestingly lesions of 

auditory cortex do not affect fear learning when the CS+ is a pure tone27. In a similar way to 

the amygdala, a disinhibitory microcircuit controls fear learning in auditory cortex. Briefly, it 

was shown that layer 1 interneurons are activated by basal forebrain cholinergic inputs during 

the US foot shock. Layer 1 then inhibited layer 2/3 parvalbumin expressing interneurons. This 

led to disinhibition of layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons and an enhanced response to the complex 

auditory CSs26. 

The amygdala is known to project to the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and as such the PFC has also 

been well studied within the context of fear conditioning. It has been shown that inactivation of 

the PFC lead to reduced expression of the conditioned fear in response to an auditory stimulus. 

This inactivation did not have an effect on innate fear response nor on plasticity in amygdala28. 

The PFC was activated by the conditioned stimulus but unlike the amygdala, the responses 

lasted several seconds mirroring the freezing output28. This suggested that activity in the PFC 

mediates the behavioral responses during fear conditioning. This extended on the known role 

of the PFC in mediating the extinction of fear29. Using single-unit recordings and optogenetic 

manipulations in behaving mice it was possible to understand how the precise temporal control 

of fear behavior is achieved at the level of prefrontal circuits.  It was shown that inhibition of 

parvalbumin expressing interneurons activity disinhibited prefrontal amygdala projecting 

neurons and synchronized their firing which leads to fear expression30.  

Another cortical brain area which has been shown to be involved with associative fear learning 

is the insular cortex. Lesions to this brain area attenuate the fear conditioning when the US is 

associated with an auditory stimuli. However, fear conditioning was unaffected by the lesions 

when the US was associated with the context31. Similar results were found with 

pharmacological and optogenetic inhibition of insular cortex32,33. 

This evidence has enabled a comprehensive overview of the fear circuit and whilst the 

amygdala has been considered to be the center for associative learning, it is evident that many 

brain areas are involved in fear learning and therefore, it can be strongly argued that there is 

a distributed circuit for fear learning23,34,35. 
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One of the brain areas historically considered heavily involved in fear learning but not yet 

discussed here is the auditory thalamus, also known as medial geniculate body (MGB). As the 

primary thalamus for the auditory system it is often regarded as just a sensory relay, however 

it has been argued that MGB is the center of fear learning and not the amygdala36. We will next 

discuss the auditory thalamus and its role in fear conditioning. 

 

1.1.3. The auditory thalamus 
 

Hearing, one of the five main senses, is the perception of sound. This involves the detection 

of waves of pressure which leads to activation of central auditory pathways. These central 

auditory pathways start with the cochlear nuclei which project to the superior olivary nuclei and 

then to the inferior colliculi (IC) of the midbrain. Neurons in the IC project to the auditory 

thalamus which is the primary sensory input to auditory cortex (ACtx). The auditory thalamus 

therefore plays a critical role in auditory processing. 

MGB is located in the dorsal thalamus and has three main subdivisions, dorsal (MGBd), ventral 

(MGBv), and medial (MGBm)37. MGBv is considered to be the first order subdivision, receiving 

tonotopic inputs from the central nucleus of the IC and projecting to the primary auditory cortical 

areas38–40. MGBv is tonotopically organized41 and receives modulatory feedback from layer 6 

of the auditory cortex40,42. The dorsal division (MGBd) receives inputs from the dorsal nucleus 

of the IC and sends outputs primarily to secondary auditory areas40,43. The medial division 

(MGBm) receives inputs from the lateral IC and sends inputs to all areas of auditory cortex and 

also to the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and the dorsal striatum44–47. MGBd and MGBm are 

considered to be the higher order nuclei of MGB. These higher order neurons are calretinin 

positive48,49, however it is harder to distinguish between MGBm and MGBd using cell markers.  

MGB not only receives input from the IC or cortical feedback but also inhibitory inputs from the 

thalamic reticular nucleus (TRN). The TRN receiving inputs itself from the amygdala creates a 

thalamic-amygdala circuit which allows the amygdala to send feedback indirectly to MGB via 

the TRN as well as the ACtx50,51. 

Being a highly connected brain area further suggests that MGB’s function could well extend 

beyond that of a classical sensory relay. Indeed MGB is a site for CS/US multisensory 

information which makes it an ideal candidate for playing a role in associative learning 

occurring upstream of amygdala52. Early work has suggested that MGB’s presynaptic drive to 

the BLA could act as a plasticity mechanism. A study in cats recorded neuronal activity in MGB 

whilst presenting a white noise followed by a paw shock. They found that the neuronal 

response of the paired tone, CS+, was enhanced during conditioning, whilst the control tone, 
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CS-, did not exhibit any change in neuronal activity53. In another study, it was found that 

lesioning MGBm fully blocked fear-potentiated startle responses to an auditory cue. This 

behavioral response was not blocked by lesioning of primary ACtx, revealing that MGB has a 

role in auditory associative learning rather than solely acting as a relay54. More recently, it has 

been shown that upon auditory fear learning phosphorylated CREB, a marker for neuronal 

plasticity, is enhanced in the higher order MGB. Over-expression of CREB led to a 

strengthening of fear memories55. Inhibition of RNA-synthesis and protein expression in MGB 

reduces freezing levels after fear conditioning56,57. 

These previous studies strongly suggest that MGB is an essential part of the circuitry involved 

in auditory fear conditioning and associative learning. Nevertheless, the role of MGB in 

neuronal response plasticity upon fear learning has been debated36,58,59 and recent 

physiological studies of fear conditioning have mostly omitted this site of sensory integration 

and response potentiation upstream of the BLA and ACtx. This has meant that currently it is 

not known if individual MGB neurons exhibit complex response dynamics upon adaptive 

associative behaviors and how this potential heterogeneity could be balanced with reliable 

representations of the sensory environment. 

We will next discuss how the auditory thalamus codes for the sensory environment as to better 

understand how MGB can code for the fear conditioning as well as the sensory environment. 

 

1.1.4. Sensory coding in auditory thalamus 
 

An essential function of our brain is accurate perception of the world around us, which enables 

us to make appropriate decisions based on accurate information. MGB, as the thalamic 

nucleus for audition, is a critical part in the sensory coding of our auditory environment. 

To understand our auditory environment, it is important to be able to discriminate between 

sound frequencies. As previously discussed, MGBv is tonotopically organized and the neurons 

have a short response latency with sharp frequency tuning60–62. The higher order areas of MGB 

(MGBm and MGBd) have been shown to have multipeaked frequency response areas, 

meaning that they have a broader tuning range60,62,63. The projection of MGBv to the primary 

auditory cortex allows precise frequency information to be passed on to cortical brain areas. 

In a similar way to the auditory cortex, frequency tuning in MGB becomes broader with 

increasing sound level particularly for frequencies lower than the best frequency64,65. 

Notably, MGB neurons show strong onset responses to tones with weaker sustained or offset 

responses. At the onset of a sound, a large number of neurons are responsive but if the sound 
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is sustained, only neurons best tuned to the sound stay responsive64,66,67. This allows for MGB 

neurons to rapidly adjust to a changing auditory sensory environment. 

Another key aspect for understanding our sensory environment is being able to localize the 

sound source. Early studies in cats suggested that approximately 60% of MGB neurons were 

responsive to stimuli to either ear and therefore that 40% of neurons were responsive only by 

contralateral ear stimulation60. In anesthetized cats it was shown that sound location tuning of 

MGB neurons was 60° for pure tones and 40° for more complex sounds68. As these numbers 

are significantly smaller than cats’ actual ability to localize sounds, it suggests that MGB does 

not play a key role in sound localization69. This hypothesis was strengthened by a study in rats 

with bilateral lesions of MGB. The study showed that the animals were still able to perform a 

sound localization task70. This suggested brainstem structures were involved with sound 

localization perhaps via projections to motor structures. 

As discussed, MGB codes for the auditory environment, but there is further evidence that this 

thalamic nucleus also responds to non-auditory cues. Single unit recordings in rats found cells 

in MGB were responsive to somatosensory stimulation of hindpaws52. Similar results were 

found in cats, with MGB cells showing responses to not only somatosensory stimuli but 

additionally nociceptive and visual stimuli71.  

Not only does MGB encode for different stimuli but these stimuli also influence how MGB 

encodes the auditory environment. It has been shown that in auditory fear conditioning, when 

the tone is associated with the somatosensory stimuli of a mild footshock, there are short-term 

changes in the best frequency of MGB neurons towards the CS tone frequency72,73. It was also 

shown that in rats many of the higher order MGB neurons increased their responses when a 

sound was paired with a light or a reward74. These enhanced responses disappeared when 

the association was no longer present, suggesting that higher order MGB neurons integrate 

auditory and non-auditory inputs. 

In summary, we have shown that the auditory thalamus plays a key role in coding the sensory 

environment, in particular the auditory environment but also integrating somatosensory and 

visual inputs. However, the mechanism by which MGB neurons can encode for fear learning 

without getting hijacked into a fear state and reliably continue to encode the sensory 

environment is a key question which will be further explored in this thesis. 
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1.2. Aims and outlines of the thesis 
 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the fundamental role of the sensory auditory thalamus 

in the formation of memories and experience-dependent plasticity across fear learning, to 

understand how large populations of MGB neurons encode fear learning and the role of MGB 

within the fear circuit. A second aim is to address the associated paradox of how sensory relays 

can be plastic and yet preserve stable sensory representations. 

 

To answer these questions we start, in chapter 2, by looking at the responses of MGB cells 

upon tone and footshock presentations. 

In chapter 3, we look at how these responses are plastic upon associative learning. 

In chapter 4, we look at what is encoded in the MGB neuronal responses. 

In chapter 5, we look at some of the inputs to MGB and their role in fear conditioning. 

In chapter 6, we look at the responses of the amygdala projectors in MGB upon auditory fear 

conditioning. 

In chapter 7, we look at the role of the MGBBLA neurons in the fear circuit 

Finally, in chapter 8, we answer the paradox of how the sensory relays are plastic yet allow for 

stable sensory representations by looking at the population coding. 

 

1.3. Disclosures 
 

The experiments described here were carried by me in the lab and under the supervision of 

Prof. Jan Grundemann. Experimental and analytical help was provided by Dr Lynda Demmou, 

Dr Masashi Hasegawa, Dr Dan Alin Ganea, Joana Amorim Freire, Chloe Maelle Benoit, Marine 

Theodore, Sabrina Innocenti.    

Part of this work has been published in the following paper: 

Taylor J.A., Hasegawa M., Benoit C.M. Amorim Freire J., Theodore M., Ganea D.A., 
Innocenti S.M., Lu T., Gründemann J.. Single cell plasticity and population coding stability in 
auditory thalamus upon associative learning. Nat Commun 12, 2438 (2021). 
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Chapter 2. The multisensory medial geniculate body, an 
ideal candidate for sensory plasticity 
 

2.1. Introduction 
 

To understand the role of MGB in the formation of memories and experience-dependent 

plasticity, it is important to understand how large populations of MGB neurons respond to the 

different stimuli involved in associative learning. Previous papers have shown that single cells 

respond to the tone CS+ but also to the footshock US52. However, due to limitations of the 

methods, our knowledge is restricted to only a few individual cells. Here, we use a deep brain 

miniature microscope imaging approach to record the neuronal activity of large populations of 

MGB neurons across a fear conditioning paradigm allowing us to understand their responses 

to different stimuli. 

 

2.2. Miniscope imaging in freely moving animals 
 

To record the activity of large populations of MGB neurons, we established a gradient-index 

(GRIN) lens deep brain miniature microscope imaging approach of identified auditory thalamus 

neuronal populations in freely behaving mice (Fig. 1a, b).  

For this, a genetically-encoded Ca2+ sensor (Fig. 1c, AAV2/5.CaMKII.GCaMP6f) was injected 

in MGB before a GRIN lens was implanted above relaying the fluorescence of the infected 

cells75. A miniature microscope was placed above the GRIN lens allowing to record these 

changes in fluorescence which act as a proxy for neuronal activity. Using this method, we 

tracked large populations of individual MGB neurons across a four-day auditory fear 

conditioning paradigm in freely moving mice. 
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Fig. 1: Imaging neuronal activity of auditory thalamus in freely moving mice.  
a. Mouse with a head-mounted miniaturized microscope (left). Location of gradient refractive index 
(GRIN) lens in the medial geniculate body (MGB, right). b. Example GCaMP6f expression in MGB. 
Similarly replicated expression patterns for all animals where GCaMP6f was injected in MGB (N = 24 
mice). c. High magnification of GCaMP6f-expressing MGB neurons from B. d. Individual motion 
corrected fields of view (maximum intensity projection) of one example animal across a four-day fear 
conditioning paradigm (Hab, FC, Ext. 1, Ext. 2) as well as the maximum intensity projection across all 
days. Red circles indicate selected individual components. Replicated for all mice (N = 24) that 
underwent calcium imaging. e. Average number of individual ICs/animal (93 ± 4 neurons, N = 24 mice). 
Boxplots show median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. f. Changes in 
Ca2+ fluorescence of five individual neurons during the habituation session. Lines indicate CS tone 
presentations (red: 12 kHz, blue: 6 kHz). g. Tone responses on habituation day 1 of all recorded MGB 
neurons in fear conditioning experiments (N = 855 neurons, N = 9 mice). 
 
 
Similar to previous reports76, we found GABAergic fibers, typically originating in IC and the 

TRN, but virtually no GABAergic somata in MGB (Fig. 2), indicating that we mainly imaged 

Ca2+ activity of thalamic relay neurons. We were able to follow 93 ± 4 GCaMP6f-expressing 

neurons per mouse (Fig. 1d, e, N = 24 mice) stably within and across sessions. MGB neurons 

exhibited diverse, spontaneous activity patterns in freely moving animals (Fig. 1f) as well as 

cell-specific responses to pure tone auditory stimuli (Fig. 1g). 
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Fig. 2: Imaging of excitatory cells in MGB.  
a. Immunohistochemistry for GABA in MGB (left), GCaMP6f-expressing cells (middle) and merge (right). 
Bottom row: higher magnification of square indicated in top left image. GABAergic fibers are distributed 
widely in MGB while GABAergic somata are mainly absent (N = 2 mice). b. GABA-positive somata in 
auditory cortex and hippocampus using the same antibody as in a (N = 2 mice). 

 

Using this approach it was possible to image large populations of MGB neurons across several 

days and to observe the responses to different stimuli. 

 

2.3. Individual cells respond to tones and footshocks 
 

2.3.1. Response to CS and US 
 

Using a classical fear conditioning paradigm where a CS+ tone was associated with a 

footshock (US) and a control tone, CS-, was also presented, it was possible to record the 

neuronal activity of MGB cells in response to the different stimuli (Fig. 3a). The total neuronal 

population (Fig. 3b) as well as individual MGB neurons (Fig. 3c, d) were strongly responsive 

to both the CS tones and to the US. The proportion of US responsive neurons (75 ± 5%) was 

significantly higher than the proportion of CS+ (27 ± 3%) and CS- neurons (20 ± 2%, N = 9 

mice, see methods for classification of responsive neurons), while similar proportions of 

neurons were responsive to the CS+ and the CS- (Fig. 3e; Friedman test, p < 0.001 followed 

by Dunn's multiple comparisons test CS+ vs. CS- p > 0.05, CS+ vs. US p < 0.05, CS- vs. US 

p < 0.001). Furthermore, we found mixed selectivity in subpopulations of neurons that were 

responsive to combinations of tones and foot shocks, yet they were not enriched beyond 

chance level in the total population (Fig. 3f).  
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Fig. 3: Mixed selectivity tone CS+ and shock US coding of MGB neurons upon fear conditioning.  
a. Details of the fear conditioning paradigm. b. Population response of one example animal to the CS+ 
and US (mean ± s.e.m.). Blue dots indicate CS+ tone pips. Green bar indicates shock US. Example cell 
response to the CS+ (c) and US (d). Mean ± s.e.m. of five trials. Dots indicate CS+ tone pips. Inset 
represents average response to single pips. e Proportion of CS+, CS− and US responsive neurons. 
Friedman test, p < 0.001, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test: CS+ vs. US, p = 0,029; CS− vs. 
US, p = 0.0005 (N = 9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross 
indicates mean. f. Proportion of mixed selectivity CS± and US coding neurons. Red line indicates 
chance overlap level (N = 9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. 
 
 
These results suggest that cells in MGB do not only respond to tone stimuli but also to the 

somatosensory/nociceptive footshock. Single cells were found to be unisensory and also 

multisensory. Perhaps surprisingly for the auditory thalamus, there were significantly more US 

responsive cells than CS responsive cells. To test if these US responses are in fact due to 

other factors than the somatosensory stimuli, we further analyzed these responses. 

 

2.3.2. US response not solely due to movement 
 

To test if US responses are solely driven by movement of the animal, e.g., escape runs during 

the aversive foot shock, we correlated the activity of individual MGB neurons with movement. 

It was first noted that the animals exhibit similar escape responses during the footshock across 

the five US presentations (Fig. 4a, b). Looking at the neuronal activity it first seemed that a 

large proportion of MGB neurons exhibited an apparent correlation between movement speed 

and Ca2+ activity during the US (Fig. 4c). However, this is most likely due to the simultaneous 

occurrence and conflation of the 2 s aversive foot shock and the behavioral output (escape), 

given that the activity in the large majority of MGB neurons was not motion or speed correlated 

during the habituation period (Fig. 4d).  
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Fig. 4: Correlation of neuronal activity and mouse movement.  
a. Average speed ± s.e.m. of mouse during first CS+-US presentation (top) and last CS+-US 
presentation (bottom). b. Average speed across the 5 US presentations (Kruskal-Wallis test, p > 0.05, 
N = 9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 
c. Distribution of the maximum cross-correlation coefficients between Ca2+ activity of individual neurons 
and the mouse’s speed during the footshock US (n = 855 neurons from N = 9 mice, top, data presented 
as mean ± s.e.m.). Lag of maximum cross-correlation coefficient (bottom). d. Distribution of the 
maximum cross-correlation coefficients between Ca2+ activity of individual neurons and the mouse’s 
speed during the habituation session outside of CS periods (n = 855 neurons from N = 9 mice, top, data 
presented as mean ± s.e.m.). Lag of maximum cross-correlation coefficient (bottom). 
 
 
These results would suggest that the neuronal activity seen during the US presentation cannot 

be solely explained by animal movement. 
 
 

2.3.3. US response not solely due to self-generated sounds 
 

In addition to animal movement, we also explored sounds present in the context during the US 

stimulation such as movement sounds or low frequency harmonic vocalization77,78. Using an 

ultrasound microphone, it was possible to record the sounds in the context upon US stimulation 

and found that the mice emitted vocalizations during the footshock (Fig. 5a-e). However, given 

that US and CS+ responses were typically substantially larger in sound correlated neurons 

than responses to self-evoked sounds of the animal, it would indicate that it is not the auditory 

environment that is driving the neuronal response during the US stimulation (Fig. 5g, h). This 

indicates that MGB US responses are most likely driven by direct somatosensory input, pain 

signals or aversive state switches. 
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Fig. 5: Ca2+ activity of MGB neurons is weakly correlated with self-evoked sounds during the 
US. 
a. Recordings of sounds in the conditioning context during US presentation. b. Recorded sounds in the 
conditioning context during the two second US shock. c. Frequency spectrogram of the sound wave in 
b. d. Example low-frequency vocalizations during the US from the outlined box in c. e. Downsampled 
squared sound wave from a and the mean Ca2+ activity ± s.e.m. of cells which exhibited a cross-
correlated Ca2+ response. Circles indicate the onset of sound events. f. Mean (± s.e.m.) of onset-aligned 
detected sound events during all US presentations (n = 15 US presentations and 135 sound events from 
N = 3 mice, downsampled to match 20 Hz imaging frequency). g. Summary statistics of the mean Ca2+ 
response in Fig. 2k (0-300 ms) indicate that US and CS responses are stronger than self-evoked sound 
responses (Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, all p < 0.001, N = 3 mice, data 
presented as mean values ± s.e.m.). h. Mean Ca2+ activity (± s.e.m) of sound-correlated neurons during 
shock evoked sound events e.g., mouse escape sounds and low frequency harmonic vocalizations 
(LFH, orange), the first CS+ pip (blue) and the US (green) from N = 550 CS+/US or N = 4956 sound 
event trials from 110 cells out of N = 3 mice. *, **, *** indicate p values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, 
respectively. 
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2.4. Spatially intermingled unisensory and multisensory cells. 
 

Using a GRIN lens approach allows us to observe the spatial distribution of cells within MGB 

(Fig. 6a). With these spatial maps, it was possible to calculate the across-group distance and 

within group distance of the different responses (Fig. 6b, c). These results show that, within 

MGB, cells responsive to the different stimuli are spatially intermingled and do not form spatial 

clusters. 

 
Fig. 6: Spatial distribution of unisensory and multisensory MGB neurons. 
a. Example spatial map of unisensory and multisensory mixed selectivity CS and US coding neurons in 
MGB. b. Relationship between within response group and across response group pairwise spatial 
distance between neurons (N = 855 cells, N = 9 mice). c. Cumulative distribution function of pairwise 
distances between all, US-responsive, CS+ and CS− responsive neurons (N = 855 cells, N = 9 mice). 

 

2.5. Discussion 
 

The aim of this chapter was to observe neuronal responses to auditory and somatosensory 

stimuli in MGB. 

We recorded large populations of excitatory MGB neurons in freely moving mice. Using deep 

brain calcium imaging across a 20-minute session, we could see that there were strong 

fluctuations in neuronal activity across the whole session. These fluctuations could be further 

explored to understand if they encode for something such as an external stimuli, state changes, 

specific behaviors (i.e. grooming) or if they are just spontaneous neuronal activity. Besides 

these strong fluctuations, looking specifically during the tone presentations we find that 

individual MGB neurons exhibit a neuronal response to the individual CS presentations. 

On the population level we can see that there is a slightly stronger response at the onset of 

the tone presentation but there is still a sustained response across the whole 30 seconds. This 

follows on from the literature where it has been shown that MGB has stronger onset 

responses64,66,67. Here we used individual pips of 200 ms every 1.1 Hz which reduces the 

adaptation seen in MGB and allows for a sustained response across the whole 30 seconds, 

however there still is a stronger onset response. 
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We found that MGB neurons exhibited a neural response to the footshock stimuli. In fact, a 

larger proportion of neurons responded to the US than to the different CSs. This could be due 

to the frequencies presented. Here the different CSs are either 6 or 12 kHz, by looking at a 

wider range of frequencies it is likely that there would be more tone responsive cells41.  

Whilst it was unsurprising to find MGB neurons responsive to the US52, the fact that such a 

large proportion were responsive led to several controls being performed. The innate response 

to a mild footshock is a strong escape response. This was observed across all animals and 

across all US presentations, however MGB neuronal activity did not seem to be correlated with 

the mice’s movement outside of these escape responses therefore suggesting that the 

neuronal response seen during the US presentation is not due to this escape response. It has 

also previously been shown that in response to pain mice emit low frequency vocalizations77,78. 

With other studies showing that MGB is responsive to vocalizations79,80, it was hypothesized 

that these self-generated sounds could be driving the neuronal response observed during the 

US presentation. Whilst there are some neurons which are responsive to vocalizations, US 

and CS+ responses were typically substantially larger in sound correlated neurons than 

responses to self-evoked sounds of the animal. This meant that the neuronal activity seen 

during the US presentations cannot be solely explained by movement or self-generated 

sounds. The MGB US responses are therefore most likely driven by direct somatosensory 

input, pain signals or aversive state switches. 

This would suggest that a large number of individual neurons do not only respond to the 

auditory tone CSs but also to the somatosensory/nociceptive footshock US or a combination 

of the different stimuli. We looked at the spatial organization within MGB, we found that the 

unisensory cells are spatially intermingled within MGB. These results show that individual cells 

within MGB integrate both the CS and the US placing them in an ideal position for Hebbian 

plasticity. 

We will further explore this hypothesis in the next chapter by looking at the plasticity of 

individual MGB neurons across a fear conditioning and extinction paradigm. 
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Chapter 3. The medial geniculate body: a center for 
associative learning 

 
3.1. Introduction 

 
This integration of CS and US inputs underlines that MGB neurons are ideal candidates for 

sensory plasticity upon associative learning. MGB neurons, particularly in the medial 

subdivision, have been shown to potentiate auditory CS responses upon fear learning36. These 

previous studies were limited by the techniques available at the time and only a small number 

of cells were monitored across a short time period. The response diversity of these cells 

remains unknown. To understand the learning-related dynamics of MGB neurons, we followed 

the activity of large populations of individual MGB neurons across a 4-day fear conditioning 

paradigm. 

 

3.2. Fear conditioning paradigm 

 
We used a classical four-day fear conditioning and fear extinction paradigm19 (Fig. 7), in which 

mice learn to associate a mild foot-shock, US, with a predictive conditioned stimulus. This 

consisted of a first habituation (Hab) day, where the animal was presented with two tones of 

different frequencies (6 or 12 kHz pure tones, 200 ms pips, 27 pips per CS). The second day 

was the fear conditioning (FC) day, where the CS+ was associated with the mild footshock US 

(0.65 mA for 2 seconds). The mice were also presented with a control tone, CS-, not associated 

with the US. The next two days were the extinction days (Ext.1 and Ext. 2) where the mice 

were first presented with the CS- four times and then twelve times the CS+. The animals 

showed little to no freezing during the Hab day. During the FC day they learnt to associate the 

CS+ with the US as they froze more to the CS+ with increasing numbers of CS+-US pairings. 

After fear conditioning, mice exhibited enhanced freezing to the CS+ (61 ± 6%) when compared 

to a neutral CS− (42 ± 8%, N = 15, p < 0.01, Mann–Whitney test, Fig. 7b, c), which 

extinguished upon repetitive CS+ presentation (Friedman test, p < 0.001, followed by Dunn’s 

multiple comparisons test, Extinction 1 early vs. Extinction 1 late p < 0.01, Extinction 1 early 

vs. Extinction 2 late p < 0.001, Extinction 2 early vs. Extinction 2 late p < 0.05).  
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Fig. 7: Fear conditioning paradigm and behavioral response. 
a. Details of the 4-day fear conditioning paradigm. b. Conditioned stimulus (CS) CS+ and CS− freezing 
(mean ± s.e.m.) during the habituation, fear conditioning as well as extinction days (Ext. 1, Ext. 2. e and 
l indicate early and late phases of extinction, i.e., the first four or last four CS+ of the session. Friedman 
test, p < 0.001, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, Ext.1e vs Ext.1 l p = 0.0069, Ext.1e vs 
Ext.2 l p = 0.0002, Ext.2e vs Ext.2 l p = 0.0281, N = 15 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 
3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. c. Freezing to the CS+ and CS- during 
auditory fear conditioning. Ext. 1 early: CS+ 61 ± 6%, CS- 42 ± 8%, p = 0.0075, two-tailed Mann-Whitney 
test, N = 15 mice. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates 
mean. 
 
These results suggest that using this paradigm the animals learn to associate a tone with the 

upcoming aversive stimuli US. This association is enhanced in response to the CS+ however 

there is some generalization as there is some freezing to the CS-. The animals learn to 

dissociate the CS+ from the US as shown by the reduced freezing to the CS+ in late extinction. 

Using this paradigm, it is possible to explore the role of MGB neurons in associative learning. 

 

3.3. MGB is necessary for fear learning 

 
To understand the role of MGB upon learning, we used an optogenetic approach to inhibit 

MGB during fear conditioning (Fig. 8 a, b). For this, an inhibitory opsin (ArchT.GFP) or a control 

fluorophore (GFP) was injected bilaterally in MGB before implantation of optic fibers above 

MGB. The same fear conditioning paradigm described previously was used. Upon FC, all 

CS+/US pairings received optogenetic stimulation starting 2s prior to CS+ onset until 2s after 
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the end of US, for a total of 36s. Inhibition of MGB did not have a significant effect on acquisition 

of the learnt behavior (Fig. 8e). However, there seems to be a faster acquisition of the learnt 

behavior upon inhibition of MGB (3rd CS+ freezing, Control: 41 ± 7%, ArchT: 75 ± 9%). 

Strikingly, the next day upon fear recall there was a significant reduction in freezing in the 

ArchT group compared to the control group (Control: 48 ± 6%, ArchT: 13 ± 4%, Fig. 8f).  

 
Fig. 8: Optogenetic inhibition of MGB neurons suppresses consolidation of fear learning.  
a. Viral expression strategy for optogenetic manipulation of MGB neurons b. Schematic of optogenetic 
manipulation on the fear conditioning day. c. Mean +/- s.e.m. freezing across the 4-day fear conditioning 
paradigm for GFP (black, N = 13 mice) and MGB ArchT mice (green, N = 8). d. Quantification of freezing 
on the habituation day (Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.0609), GFP (black, N = 13 mice) and MGB ArchT mice 
(green, N = 8). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates 
mean. e. Average freezing of GFP (N = 13 mice) and ArchT-expressing animals at the end of the fear 
conditioning paradigm (freezing to last two CS, control: 65 ± 4% freezing, total MGB ArchT (N = 8 mice): 
75 ± 8% freezing; Mann-Whitney test p = 0.0511). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum 
and maximum. Cross indicates mean. f. Average freezing of control and ArchT-expressing animals upon 
fear recall during early extinction 1 (Ext. 1, freezing during first four CS+, control: 48 ± 6%, N = 13 mice, 
MGB ArchT: 13 ± 4%, N = 8 mice, Mann-Whitney test p < 0.001). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd 
quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. *** indicate p-values smaller than 0.001. 
 
 
These results suggest that MGB neuronal activity upon CS+ and US presentations is 

necessary for overnight consolidation of the learnt behavior. To understand why this is, we 

next observed large populations of MGB neurons upon fear conditioning. 
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3.4. Intraday US plasticity 

 
Given MGB’s necessary role in fear learning and that individual cells integrate both the tone 

CS+ and the footshock US, we recorded large population of MGB neurons upon fear 

conditioning and tracked their responses. We find that on the fear conditioning day US 

responsive neurons can be subdivided into stable (8 ± 1%) and plastic cells (92 ± 1%). Using 

a cluster analysis approach, we identified neurons that demonstrated intra-session potentiation 

or depression and subtypes of inhibited as well as off-responsive neurons that potentially signal 

relief from the shock. Interestingly the most prominent group was the down group (Fig. 9), 

potentially suggesting that the US acts as a teaching signal. To test this hypothesis, it is 

important to look at CS+ responses.  

 
Fig. 9: Single cell US plasticity. 
a. Heat maps of single cell US responses to the five US stimulations during the fear conditioning day 
(N = 634 cells, N = 9 mice). b. Average response ± s.e.m of plasticity subtypes of US-responsive MGB 
neurons (N = 634 cells, N = 9 mice). c. Proportion of individual plasticity groups within US responsive 
cells/animal (Kruskal-Wallis test, p < 0.01 followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test; Stable vs 
down, p = 0.043; down vs off-up, p = 0.0006; down vs. off-down, p < 0.001; down vs. inh, p = 0.0055; off-
down vs inh type 1, p = 0.018; N = 9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and 
maximum. Cross indicates mean. *, **, *** indicate P values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, 
respectively. 
 
 
3.5. Interday CS plasticity 

 
To understand the learning-related dynamics of MGB neurons, we followed the activity of large 

populations of individual MGB neurons across the 4-day fear conditioning paradigm. Using a 

cluster analysis approach, we classified CS+ responsive neurons according to their response 

dynamics before and after fear conditioning and fear extinction (Fig. 10a-c). On the habituation 

day and on the two extinction days, we identified eight subgroups of CS+ responsive neurons. 

7 ± 1% of cells show stable CS+ responses across days. The remainder could be separated in 

the following subgroups of plastic neurons: neurons that abolish their complete (21 ± 3%, CS 

down cells) or onset (9 ± 2%, on-down cells) CS+ response after fear conditioning, neurons 
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with enhanced CS+ responses when the animal is in a high fear state (23 ± 5%, fear cells), 

neurons that are inhibited when the animal is in a high fear state (4 ± 1%, fear-down cells) as 

well as neurons that enhance or decrease their response when the animal extinguished the 

fear behavior (14 ± 3%, extinction-up cells; 8 ± 2%, extinction-down cells). In addition, we 

identified cells that had stable, enhanced CS+ responses after fear learning (14 ± 4%, 

persistent cells, Fig. 10c). These results suggest that MGB neurons show a wide-range of 

plasticity profiles upon fear conditioning. We next looked to see if this plasticity was specific to 

the CS+ or if it was also present in response to the CS-. 

 
Fig. 10: Single cell CS plasticity. 
a. Heat map of single cell CS+ responses on the habituation, extinction 1 and extinction 2 days. Cells 
were clustered into groups depending on their CS+ response pattern (N = 386 cells, N = 9 
mice). b. Average traces ± s.e.m of neuronal clusters in (a). c. Proportion of individual plasticity groups 
within CS+ responsive cells/animal (Kruskal-Wallis test, p < 0.05, followed by Dunn’s multiple 
comparisons test; Stable vs cs down, p = 0.013, cs down vs fear down, p = 0.0003, cs down vs extinction 
down, p = 0. 035, fear vs fear down p = 0.0041; N = 9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, 
minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. d. Quantification of CS- responses (Friedman test, p < 
0.001, followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons test, stable vs CS down p = 0.036, stable vs fear p < 
0.0001, stable vs fear down p < 0.01; stable vs persistent p = 0.0009, N = 9 mice). Boxplots represent 
median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean e. Proportion of CS+ and CS− 
stable and plastic neurons (2-way ANOVA followed by Sidak multiple comparisons test, p < 0.001; stable 
CS− vs. stable CS+, p = 0.002; stable CS− vs. plastic CS+, p < 0.001; stable CS+ vs. plastic 
CS−, p < 0.001; stable CS+ vs. plastic CS+, p < 0.001; plastic CS− vs. plastic CS+, p = 0.002, N = 9 
mice, data presented as mean values ± s.e.m.). Circles represent individual animals. *, **, *** 
indicate P values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. 
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Similar subgroups were found for CS− responsive neurons. However, in contrast to the US-

paired CS+, the group of CS− stable cells was most prominent across days (Fig. 10d). In fact, 

the proportion of neurons that were plastic and changed their CS responses across days was 

significantly higher in the CS+ group (93 ± 1%) compared to the CS− group (60 ± 7%, 2-way 

ANOVA, p < 0.0001, followed by Tukey post hoc test, p < 0.05), while the proportion of stable 

neurons was higher in the CS− (40 ± 7%) compared to the CS+ group (7 ± 1%, 2-way 

ANOVA, p < 0.0001, followed by Tukey post hoc test, p < 0.05, Fig. 10e), indicating that neural 

response plasticity is learning-specific and more prominent for the paired conditioned stimulus 

than the control stimulus. 

All-in-all, this data reveals a broad response diversity of MGB neurons upon fear learning that 

extends previous observations of fear conditioning potentiated neurons53,81. Interestingly, the 

plastic CS+ subgroups are similar to previously described functional groups in the 

amygdala19,22,82. There is a wide-array of plasticity subgroups, indicating that diverse CS+ 

response plasticity occurs not only in the amygdala, but also upstream in auditory thalamus.  

 

3.6. Intraday plasticity not predictive of interday plasticity 

 
To further explore the hypothesis that the intraday US plasticity was acting as a teaching signal, 

we explored whether the US response type was predictive of CS plasticity in MGB neurons. 

However, despite its prominent diversity, the US response type was not predictive of CS 

plasticity in MGB neurons. US response and plasticity type did not overlap with CS response 

and plasticity type above chance levels (Fig. 11), indicating that US inputs per se do not drive 

plasticity in MGB neurons. Nevertheless, adaptive US responses in MGB could act as an 

upstream teaching signal in addition to local circuit mechanisms21, which direct plasticity in 

downstream areas like the amygdala. 
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Fig. 11: US response type is not predictive of CS plasticity.  
Proportion of overlapping subgroups of CS+ and US responsive cells (N = 9 mice). * indicates chance 
levels of finding overlapping groups based on the product of the proportions of individual subgroups. 
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3.7. Plasticity in MGB’s different subdivisions 

 
As previously described, MGB is subdivided into a first order, auditory cortex-projecting 

nucleus (MGBv) as well as higher order nuclei (MGBd, MGBm), which send axons to cortical 

and limbic brain areas, e.g., the amygdala. To test if MGB CS and US plasticity types are 

different between first order and higher order nuclei, we subdivided the cells depending on 

their location in the GRIN lens field of view between MGBv and MGBm after anatomical 

verification of the lens front location for all mice where MGBv and MGBm were simultaneously 

imaged (N = 5 mice, Fig. 12a, b). Similar to the total population of MGB neurons, large fractions 

of MGBv and MGBm neurons exhibited plasticity to the US or CS+ (Fig. 12c). Nevertheless, 

plastic cells were not significantly different between either subdivision (Fig. 12c) and the 

diversity of plasticity subtypes was similar in the first order (MGBv) vs. higher order (MGBm) 

area of auditory thalamus (Fig. 12d-f). 

 
Fig. 12: Similar CS and US plasticity types between MGB subdivisions.  
a. Schematic of GRIN lens location above different MGB subdivisions. b. Field of view divided into 
subregions. Done for all mice with a GRIN lens above both MGBv and MGBm (N = 5 mice). c. Proportion 
of US (N = 5 mice, p > 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) and CS plastic cells (N = 5 mice, p > 0.05, two-
tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test) in the ventral (MGBv) and medial (MGBm) subdivisions of MGB. d-f 
Proportion of cells belonging to the different US plasticity types (d), CS+ plasticity types (e) and CS- 
plasticity types (f) for each subdivision. 
 
These results suggest that the different subdivisions of MGB exhibit similar plasticity levels and 

that MGB distributes these experience dependent changes to a wider network than just the 

amygdala. This idea will be further explored when analyzing specifically the amygdala 

projectors (MGBBLA) neurons. 
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3.8. Association of CS-US is necessary for MGB plasticity 

 
To rule out that the CS+ plasticity observed in MGB is not just a result of a general drift in tone 

responsiveness across days or due to attentional effects, we performed an unpaired 

conditioning paradigm where the footshock was not temporally contingent with the tone CS+ 

(Fig. 13a). This allowed the mice to experience similar sensory stimuli to the fear conditioned 

animals but they do not associate the CS+ with the US and fail to learn to freeze to the CS+ 

(Fig. 13b).  

 

 
Fig. 13: CS+ responses are mostly stable across days upon unpaired conditioning.  
a. Schematic of unpaired conditioning paradigm. The CS+ and US are separated by random intervals 
between 45 to 60 s. b. Mean ± s.e.m. trial-by-trial freezing to CS+ or the post-US period (grey) on the 
habituation, fear conditioning and extinction days (N = 5 mice). c. Proportion of CS+ responsive 
neurons in fear conditioned (paired, 45 ± 2%, N = 9 mice, see Fig. 9) and unpaired conditioned 
animals (unpaired, 40 ± 8%, N = 5 mice, two-tailed Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.529). Boxplots represent 
median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. d. Percentage of US 
responsive cells in the paired (74 ± 5%, N = 9) and unpaired (76 ± 7%, N = 5) group (two-tailed Mann-
Whitney test, p = 0.898). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross 
indicates mean. e. Quantification of the proportion of neurons within each CS+ plasticity clusters for 
fear conditioned and unpaired animals (2-way ANOVA, p < 0.05 followed by Sidak’s multiple 
comparisons test; stable: paired vs unpaired, p < 0.001, Fear neurons: paired vs unpaired, p = 0.0303; 
N = 9 mice for fear conditioning (see Fig. 2) and N = 5 mice for unpaired conditioning). Boxplots 
represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. f. Quantification of 
the proportion of US clusters for fear conditioned and unpaired animals (2-way ANOVA, p < 0.05, 
followed by Sidak’s multiple comparisons test p > 0.05, N = 5 mice for unpaired conditioning and N = 9 
for paired conditioning). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross 
indicates mean. * indicate p-values smaller than 0.05. 
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Unpaired conditioning did not affect the proportions of tone and foot shock responsive neurons 

in MGB (Fig 13c, d). It was also shown that the proportion of US plasticity subtypes was similar 

between the two groups therefore suggesting that the innate response and adaptation to the 

US was unaffected by dissociating the CS from the US (Fig. 13f). However, compared to fear 

conditioned animals, the majority of the unpaired group of neurons exhibited stable across-day 

CS+ tone responses in the unpaired condition (61 ± 9%), while the proportion of plastic neurons 

was significantly decreased (39 ± 9%, N = 5 mice, Fig. 13e). This data indicates that MGB 

single cell tone responses are by-and-large stable across days, while CS+ response dynamics 

of individual neurons after fear conditioning are due to associative learning-induced plasticity 

and not just a general drift of tone-responsiveness in MGB across days. Notably, for the 

minority of MGB neurons that exhibited CS+ plasticity, the relative proportion of fear cells is 

significantly decreased (Fig. 13e) when compared to fear conditioned animals, indicating that 

the emergence of this population of neurons with potentiated CS+ responses is specific to 

auditory fear learning. 

This data confirms the hypothesis that the plasticity observed in MGB is not due to a general 

drift in tone responses but is in fact due to the mice learning to associate and then disassociate 

the CS+ from the US. How exactly these tone responses change across learning will be further 

explored in a later chapter. 

 

3.9. Discussion 
 

The aim of this chapter was to observe changes in neuronal activity in MGB across an auditory 

fear learning and extinction paradigm. 

Using a classical fear conditioning and extinction paradigm where the animals learnt to 

associate and then to dissociate the tone from a mild footshock, it was possible to explore the 

role of MGB neurons upon associative learning. This classical fear paradigm led to enhanced 

freezing with increased numbers of CS-US presentations. This learning was shown on the next 

day with high freezing levels in early extinction 1. This freezing behavior was extinguished as 

the animals learnt to disassociate the CS from the US across the session. Interestingly, in this 

group of animals, there was little to no intraday extinction with only a small, non-significant, 

reduction in freezing between early extinction 1 and early extinction 2. The animals did 

however show strong intraday extinction with very little freezing at the end of extinction 2. 

By inhibiting MGB neurons, it was found that their activity during the CS+-US pairing is 

necessary for the consolidation of the memory but does not affect acquisition. Interestingly, it 

was also found that the animals had reduced freezing to the tone but also during the baseline 
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suggesting that the animals were generally in a lower fear state or that they had learnt to 

associate the fear conditioning context with the footshock. This could be further explored by 

repeating these experiments whilst adding a 5th day where the animals would be placed in the 

fear conditioning context without any stimulus. 

Recording large populations of MGB neurons we found that responses of individual MGB 

neurons to the CS and US are plastic upon fear conditioning. In addition to previously reported 

potentiated auditory neurons, we find highly diverse subtypes of CS or US plastic neurons that 

go beyond FC-driven response potentiation. These plasticity profiles have previously been 

described in the amygdala19, therefore showing that the plasticity observed in BLA is occurring 

one synapse up in MGB. Interestingly, the proportion of plastic cells was distributed similarly 

across both first order and higher order MGB subdivisions. This was observed by dividing the 

field of view under the GRIN lens based on anatomical location. To counter imprecisions in the 

methodology many cells were excluded from the analysis. To circumvent this issue, it would 

have been better to use a virus which labels specifically the ventral part of MGB however this 

was not feasible. With the advent of the two channel miniature microscope it would be possible 

to use a calretinin-cre mouse (calretinin being only present in higher order MGB areas) and 

inject a cre-dependent fluorophore in MGB as well as the GCaMP. This would allow to image 

total MGB population and to know that cells that are also expressing the fluorophore are in the 

higher-order MGB whilst the others are most likely in the ventral MGB. 

The US response subtypes observed were not predictive of CS plasticity indicating that MGB 

neurons do not necessarily require converging CS and US input to drive functional plasticity 

upon associative learning, arguing for plasticity mechanisms that go beyond classical Hebbian 

plasticity. However, one caveat of calcium imaging is that it is not possible to detect 

subthreshold depolarizations and the detected changes in calcium are limited to the soma. 

Therefore, changes in the spines go undetected. Both of these cellular events could be 

important for Hebbian plasticity and could be induced by US. 

This CS plasticity was shown to be due to the pairing of the CS+-US neurons. Firstly, there 

was significantly less plasticity in response to the control tone CS-. Secondly, when the US 

was not temporally contingent with the tone CS+, the animals did not learn to associate the 

tone with the US and there was significantly less plasticity in response to the CS+ compared 

to the paired group. It is important to note that the animals did show an innate fear response 

with post-US freezing being high and this was reflected in the neuronal activity where the US 

intraday plasticity was similar between the paired and unpaired groups. 

This shows that MGB is a center for associative learning, occurring upstream of the amygdala. 

We will next explore in more detail what is encoded in MGB and the place of MGB in the fear 

circuit.  
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Chapter 4. Medial geniculate body neurons encode fear 
learning 
 

4.1. Introduction 
 

MGB neurons show different responses across the fear conditioning paradigm with some cells, 

such as the fear cells, being only responsive when the animal is in a high fear state and others, 

such as extinction up cells, showing a response only when the animal is in a low fear state. 

This leads to the question of what is encoded in these neuronal responses. To answer this 

question, we looked at the different responses to the CS+ and their links with the animal’s state 

and behavior. 

 

4.2. Neuronal responses in a high fear state 
 

During early extinction day 1, the animal is in a high fear state. This is shown through high 

freezing levels in response to the CS+ (Fig. 7b, c). During this period there are approximately 

25 ±2% of cells which are responsive to the CS+ (Fig. 14a). These cells consist of stable cells 

which are activated throughout the fear conditioning paradigm, fear cells which are activated 

only during this high fear state and persistent cells which are not active pre fear conditioning 

but are responsive post fear conditioning and extinction. These responsive cells were further 

explored to study their dynamics across the CS+ presentations. It was found that there were a 

multitude of response dynamics to the CS+ (Fig 14b). Non-adapting cells showed a response 

throughout the 30 seconds of CS+ presentation whereas slow and fast adapting neurons 

exhibited an initial strong response which decayed at different speeds during the CS+ 

presentation. The delayed cells exhibited a response during the CS+ presentation which was 

not time-locked to any specific event. The late cells were responsive during the end of the 30 

seconds perhaps signaling the expected upcoming shock. Finally, the ramp-up cells showed 

an increase in response throughout the 30 seconds, once again perhaps signaling for an 

expected upcoming shock. The non-adapting and ramp-up cells were the most prominent 

groups during early extinction 1 (33 ± 4% and 36 ± 4% respectively, Fig. 14c). 
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Fig. 14: Multitude of neuronal responses to the CS+ when in a high fear state. 
a. Percentage of cells that are responsive to the CS+ during early extinction 1 (N = 9 mice). Boxplots 
represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. b. Average traces 
of the different responses to the CS+. c. Quantification of the different responses to the CS+ (N = 9 
mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 
Kruskal-Wallis test p < 0.001 followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. *, **, *** indicate p < 0.05, 
0.01 and 0.001 respectively. 
 

4.3. Neuronal responses across the fear conditioning paradigm 
 

To further understand what these different responses encode for, we next looked at their 

responses to the CS+ pre-fear conditioning (habituation day) and post-extinction (late 

extinction 2) (Fig 15). As expected, many of these cells were unresponsive when the animals 

were not in a high fear state. It was however worth noting that most cells showed dynamic 

response types as a non-adapting cell on one day may be adapting or unresponsive on 

another. Interestingly though, despite being one of the larger groups when the animal was in 

a high fear state, the ramp-up cells were not present pre-fear conditioning and a small 

proportion of them post-extinction.  
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Fig. 15: CS+ responses are dynamic across the fear conditioning paradigm.  
Alluvial plot of CS+ responses of all Ext. 1 CS+ responsive cells (N = 9 mice) from habituation, early 
extinction 1 and late extinction 2. 
 
 
This led us to explore these ramp-up cells across the whole paradigm to understand when they 

first appear and disappear (Fig 16).  

We first found ramp-up cells during the 2nd CS+/US pairing on the FC day and the proportion 

increased with further CS+/US pairings. There also seemed to be overnight consolidation with 

a further increase in ramp-up cells during early extinction 1 (36 ± 4%) but as the animal learnt 

to dissociate the tone from the footshock during extinction the percentage of ramp-up cells 

decreased (late extinction 2: 11 ± 1%, Fig. 16a). 

 

 

Fig 16: Proportion of Ramp-up cells changes throughout the fear conditioning paradigm. 
a. Percentage of CS+ responsive exhibiting ramp-up activity during habituation, fear conditioning (CS1, 
CS2, CS3, CS4 and CS5), extinction 1 (X1e, X1l) and extinction 2 (X2e, X2l) days. Boxplots represent 
median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean.  b. Percentage of CS- 
responsive exhibiting ramp-up activity during habituation, fear conditioning (CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4 and 
CS5), extinction 1 and extinction 2 days. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and 
maximum. Cross indicates mean. 
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The responses to the CS- were also studied and it was found that there was also ramp-up 

activity in response to the control tone (Fig. 16 b). It was not present pre-fear conditioning and 

appeared during the 2nd CS- presentation. However, in contrast to the CS+, the percentage of 

ramp-up cells remained relatively stable across the paradigm and at a low value (6 ± 3% during 

X1). These results suggest that the ramp-up cells encode for something relating to the state or 

the behavior of the animal as the activity is specific to when the animal exhibit freezing 

response. 

 

4.4. Ramp-Up cells are correlated with freezing 
 

To further explore the idea that the ramp-up cells neuronal activity is linked to the animal 

freezing, we looked at the correlation between the neuronal activity and the probability of an 

animal freezing during the 30 seconds of CS+ presentation in early extinction 1. We found a 

strong correlation of 87% between the average neuronal activity of ramp-up cells and of the 

probability of an animal freezing throughout the 30 seconds (Fig 17a).  

 

 

Fig. 17: Ramp-up cells are correlated with freezing behavior. 
a. Probability of an animal freezing during the 30 seconds CS+ presentation (blue), average neuronal 
activity of ramp-up cells (black) and of all cells (brown). b. Correlation coefficient of neuronal activity 
and freezing for all cells (-0.014 ± 0.012, n = 855 cells from 9 mice) and for ramp-up cells (0.41 ± 0.03, 
n = 73 cells from N = 9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. Mann-Whitney test, *** indicates p < 0.001 
 

This is in contrast to the average neuronal activity of all cells which does not exhibit any 

correlation with the probability of freezing. The ramp-up cells are significantly more correlated 

with freezing than all MGB neurons (Fig 17b). This leads to the question whether these ramp-

up cells encode for the animals’ state or if these are cells which are anti-correlated with an 

animals movement. To test this, we looked at the correlation of these cells with the animals’ 

speed during the baseline of habituation (before any stimulus presentation, Fig. 18a). 
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Fig. 18: Ramp-up cells are correlated with US response. 
a. Distribution of the maximum or minimum (whichever was the largest absolute value) cross-correlation 
coefficients between Ca2+ activity of individual neurons and the mouse’s speed during the habituation 
baseline period. b. Linear regression between the slope of ramp-up cells during the final CS+ 
presentation on FC day and the distance travelled during the 2 seconds US presentation (R2 = 0.75, p 
< 0.01). c. Linear regression between the slope of ramp-up cells during the final CS+ presentation on 
FC day and the maximum speed during the 2 seconds US presentation (R2 = 0.82, p < 0.001). 
 
 

We found that some cells exhibited a strong anti-correlation with speed however, many cells 

exhibited little or strong correlation with speed therefore that the neurons in MGB that exhibit 

ramp-up activity are not encoding the freezing behavior.  

Looking at final CS-US pairing on the FC day, we found that the slope of the ramp-up cells 

during the CS+ was correlated with the distance travelled during the US presentation as well 

as the maximum speed (Fig. 18 b, c). This would suggest that the activity of the ramp-up cells 

during the CS+ was predictive of the mice’s action during the US presentation. 
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4.5. Discussion 
 

The aim of this chapter was to further understand what MGB is encoding during auditory fear 

conditioning. We found that the responses to the CS+ vary with some cells responsive 

throughout the 30 seconds of tone presentation whilst others showed more dynamic 

responses.  

In this analysis we concentrated on the ramp-up cells which were prominent when the animal 

was in a high fear state but not present pre-fear conditioning and only present in a few cells 

post-extinction. These ramp-up cells showed an increase in neuronal activity throughout the 

30 seconds of CS+ presentation. The proportion of cells showing this response type increased 

as the animals learnt to associate the tone with the footshock and decreased in number as the 

animals learnt to dissociate the tone from the footshock and extinguished the learned behavior.  

Whilst they are also present in response to the CS-, their numbers stay low and are perhaps a 

sign of some generalization. The neuronal activity of these cells mirrors the probability of an 

animal freezing during the 30 seconds but these cells are not clearly correlated or anti-

correlated with an animal’s speed. This would suggest that these cells are not encoding (lack 

of) movement but another aspect of the animals’ behavior or state. It was found that the slope 

of these ramp-up cells was correlated with the animal’s response to the US suggesting that 

they are predictive of the upcoming action. Cells with ramping activity have been previously 

described in several brain areas such as the striatum83, the prefrontal cortex84 and the motor 

thalamus85. In these studies, the ramping activity is believed to encode for temporal control of 

action86. The cells exhibiting ramp-up activity in these experiments could also be encoding for 

this temporal control of action. The animals are preparing for the upcoming shock and the 

escape behavior associated with it (see also Fig. 4). Similarly to a sprinter waiting for the start 

gun, the mice are waiting for the shock. This waiting is encoded by the ramp-up cells and is 

only present when the animals are in a high fear state as this is when the animals expect the 

upcoming footshock.  

One limitation of imaging is that the changes in fluorescence are a proxy for neuronal activity 

and the ramp-up activity could be due to the time course of calcium indicators and not actually 

a change in neuronal activity. To test if these ramp-up cells are truly showing increased activity 

throughout the 30 seconds of CS+ presentation electrophysiological recordings could be 

performed and an increase in firing rate would be expected throughout the 30 seconds tone 

presentation. However, as these ramp-up cells are not present throughout the paradigm and 

their numbers increase and decrease throughout the course of the learning and extinction, it 

is very unlikely to be due to the time course of the calcium indicators and more likely to be 

reflective of neuronal activity. 
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Other response types were also observed when the CS+ was presented. They also changed 

in proportion along the course of the auditory fear conditioning paradigm. 

The late cells, similarly to the ramp-up cells, could also be encoding for an expected upcoming 

shock and be reflective of the temporal control of action as they are also not present pre-

learning but are present when the animal is in a high fear state. However, there were only a 

small proportion of cells that showed late activity making them hard to study and difficult to 

infer many conclusions. Indeed, it is possible that these cells are also present pre-learning but 

there are too few that they were missed in this analysis despite the recording of a large 

population of neurons. 

The fast and slow adapting cells are present throughout the paradigm and are to be expected 

as it is well known that there is a strong onset response in MGB64,66,73. These cells are probably 

encoding for the sound itself with no emotional valence encoded. The non-adapting cells could 

also be encoding the sound itself. 

The delayed cells are of interest, they are present throughout the paradigm and their activity 

is not linked to any event. This could be spontaneous activity or it could be that individual 

neurons are firing throughout the 30 seconds which allows to retain the information without 

having all of the neurons consistently firing. This would be similar to the idea elicited by the 

Halassa lab whereby the thalamus, linking with the cortex, retains an information not on the 

single cell level but on the population level by having neurons fire throughout a delay period87. 

This allows neurons to be ready to signal new information whilst retaining the current 

information. 

Overall, this chapter has shown that there is information related to the behavior that is encoded 

in MGB. The role of MGB goes beyond that of sensory processing. We will next look at the role 

of MGB within the fear circuit. For this we will look at some of the inputs MGB receives and 

then what information is passed on by the MGB to different brain areas. 
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Chapter 5. The medial geniculate body’s inputs and their 
role in auditory fear conditioning 
 

5.1. Introduction 
 

Being a part of the auditory pathway, MGB receives feedforward inputs from the inferior 

colliculus but also feedback from the auditory cortex42,43. It has also been shown that MGB 

receives inputs from the TRN, an inhibitory thalamic nucleus50,51. MGB also receives 

neuromodulatory inputs, with acetylcholine being of particular interest. Indeed, the role of the 

cholinergic pathways in auditory fear conditioning has been well-studied as inhibition of the 

basal forebrain cholinergic inputs to the amygdala led to decreased levels of freezing whereas 

activation of those same inputs led to increased levels of freezing88. The main cholinergic input 

to MGB comes from the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (PPT)89,90. Understanding what 

information MGB receives from its different inputs would help understand the role of MGB in 

the fear circuit. 

The aim of this chapter is to study the role of some of these inputs on MGB neuronal activity 

and on behavior.   

 

5.2. Cholinergic inputs to MGB modulate behavior 
 

The cholinergic inputs from basal forebrain to the amygdala have been studied in fear 

conditioning however, the inputs from PPT to MGB have not been well-studied. Here these 

inputs were optogenetically manipulated during the CS-US pairings. This was done by 

bilaterally injecting cre-dependent opsins in PPT of ChAT-Cre (choline acetyltransferase-Cre) 

mice and by implanting optic fibers above MGB (Fig. 19a, b).  
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Fig. 19: Optogenetic manipulation of cholinergic PPT fibers in MGB during fear conditioning. 
a. Schematic of experimental approach, cre-dependent of opsins or control were injected in PPT of 
ChAT-cre mice and optic fibers were implanted above PPT fibers in MGB. b. Schematic of fear 
conditioning protocol, optogenetic manipulation was performed on the fear conditioning day starting 2 
seconds before the CS+ start and finishing 2 seconds after the end of the US presentation for a total of 
36 seconds. c. Percentage of time spent freezing during 2 minutes baseline (BL) or during CS+ 
presentations. TdTomato control (N = 11, black), Chrimson (N = 10, red) and ArchT (N = 9, green). d. 
Freezing during early X1. Control (n = 44 from 11 mice and 4 CS+), Chrimson (n = 40 from 10 mice and 
4 CS+), ArchT (n = 36 from 9 mice and 4 CS+). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum 
and maximum. Cross indicates mean. Kruskal-Wallis test p < 0.05 followed by Dunn’s multiple 
comparisons test. e. Freezing in early X1 minus the average freezing of controls. Chrimson (N = 10), 
ArchT (N = 9). Mann-Whitney test. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. f. Average freezing during first 4 CS+ presentations on X1. Control (N = 11), 
Chrimson (N =10), ArchT (N = 9). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. Kruskal-Wallis test p < 0.05 followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. ** and 
*** indicate p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 respectively. 
 

Inhibition of cholinergic PPT fibers in MGB led to an increase in freezing levels during the fear 

conditioning day (Fig. 19c). This increase in freezing was also observed during fear recall with 

higher freezing levels observed during early extinction 1 (Fig. 19d, f), these mice also showed 

less extinction as the freezing levels stayed high throughout the extinction 1 day. This was also 

the case the next day, on extinction 2, where the animals still had high freezing levels in 

response to the CS+. At the end of the session, the animals did however exhibit some 

extinction. It is worth noting that this increase in freezing was not specific to the CS+ as these 
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mice also exhibited high freezing levels throughout the paradigm, during the baseline periods 

and in response to the control tone CS- (Fig. 20). 

 

Fig. 20: Inhibition of cholinergic PPT fibers in MGB during fear conditioning leads to a high fear 
state. 
a. Percentage of time spent freezing during 2 minutes baseline (BL) or during CS- presentations. 
TdTomato control (N = 11, black), Chrimson (N = 10, red) and ArchT (N = 9, green). b. Percentage of 
time spent freezing during the baseline of fear recall (Ext. 1). Control (N = 11), Chrimson (N =10), ArchT 
(N = 9). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 
Kruskal-Wallis test p < 0.05 followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. c. Average freezing during 
the 4 CS- presentations on Ext. 1. Control (N = 11), Chrimson (N =10), ArchT (N = 9). Boxplots represent 
median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. Kruskal-Wallis test p < 0.05 
followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. * and *** indicate p < 0.05 and p < 0.001 respectively. 
 

Contrary to the inhibition, the activation of these cholinergic fibers led to slightly reduced 

freezing levels during extinction 1 suggesting an impairment in learning (Fig. 19c, d, f). This 

small decrease in freezing can also be observed in the baseline period and in response to the 

CS-, albeit not significantly (Fig. 20b, c). The decrease in freezing levels when PPT cholinergic 

fibers are activated and increase in freezing when these same fibers are inhibited suggests a 

bidirectional effect for cholinergic modulation of fear learning (Fig. 19e). These results show 

that the cholinergic inputs from PPT to MGB modulate the animals’ state with a decrease in 

cholinergic activity leading to a higher fear state whereas an increase in cholinergic activity 

leads to a lower fear state. 
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5.3. Cortical feedback is not driving the plasticity in MGB 
 

MGB sends projections to the auditory cortex however, layer 6 of the auditory cortex sends 

feedback to MGB. What role does this feedback play in auditory fear conditioning and how 

does it influence neuronal activity in MGB?  

 

 

Fig. 21: Inhibition of cortical feedback during auditory fear conditioning. 
a. Schematic of experimental procedure. A cre-dependent inhibitory DREADD or control fluorophore 
was injected in auditory cortex of NTSR1-Cre mice. Two weeks later a GCaMP7f was injected in MGB 
immediately followed by the GRIN lens implantation. b. Confocal images of virus expression. Top left 
overview of left hemisphere with DREADD expressed in layer 6 of auditory cortex and fibers found in 
MGB along with GCaMP. Top right, DREADD expression in auditory cortex. Bottom left, GCaMP and 
fibers from ACtx in MGB. Bottom center, fibers from ACtx. Bottom right GCaMP in MGB. c. Schematic 
of experimental paradigm. CNO was injected 45-60 minutes before the session on FC, Ext. 1 and Ext. 
2 days. At the end of the Ext. 2 and a third extinction day (Ext. 3) without CNO, a neutral tone (NT) was 
presented 4 times to compare the effects of CNO on tone responses. 
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To answer these questions, we used NTSR1-Cre mice that have CRE expressed specifically 

in layer 6 of the cortex, therefore in the cells which project back to the MGB. By expressing an 

inhibitory DREADD in these cells, it was possible to inhibit the cortical feedback whilst 

recording neuronal activity in MGB (Fig. 21a, b). To see whether these cells had an effect 

during the paradigm we inhibited them during the acquisition (fear conditioning), recall (Ext.1) 

and extinction (Ext. 2) (Fig. 21c). To also check for any intrinsic effects of the CNO itself we 

presented the mice with neutral tones (NT) at the end of Ext. 2 with CNO and at the end of a 

third extinction day (Ext. 3) without CNO (Fig. 21c). 

We found that inhibition of cortical feedback did not have an effect on the freezing levels of 

mice during the auditory fear conditioning and extinction paradigm (Fig. 22a). This inhibition 

did not have an effect on the percentage of cells that were responsive to the CS+ (Fig. 22b).  

   

 

Fig. 22: Inhibition of cortical feedback does not alter behavior nor tone responses. 
a. Percentage of time spent freezing during 2 minutes baseline (BL) or during CS+ presentations. 
TdTomato control (N = 4, black), Inhibitory DREADD (N = 6, orange). b. Percentage of cells responsive 
to the CS+ on individual days. There was no significant difference between control (N = 4, white) and 
DREADD group (N = 6, orange) Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05. c. Percentage of time spent freezing to the neutral tone 
in the presence or absence of CNO. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd  quartile, minimum and 
maximum. Cross indicates mean. 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05. d. Percentage of cells responsive to the 
neutral tone in the presence or absence of CNO. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum 
and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05. 
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We also found that the CNO itself did not have an effect on neuronal responses, as there was 

no difference in freezing nor any difference in proportion of responsive cells (Fig. 22c, d). 

On the fear conditioning day, we found that the average response was not altered by inhibition 

of cortical feedback (Fig. 23a) and the proportion of cells responsive to the different stimuli or 

combination of stimuli were also similar between animals with and without inhibition of cortical 

feedback (Fig.23 b, 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05). 

Using the same clustering approach as previously described, we found that the wide range of 

plasticity profiles in response to the CS+ was conserved when cortical feedback was inhibited 

(Fig. 23c, 2-way ANOVA P > 0.05). Similarly, there were no differences observed for the 

intraday US plasticity (Fig. 23d). This suggests that cortical feedback to MGB is not necessary 

for associative auditory fear learning nor is it the driver for the plasticity previously observed in 

MGB. 

 

 

 

Fig. 23: Inhibition of cortical feedback does not influence plasticity in MGB. 
a. Mean MGB population activity ± s.e.m in response to CS+ and US stimuli of control (black, N = 4 mice) 
and DREADD animals (orange, N = 6 mice). b. Proportion of CS +, CS−, US and mixed selectivity 
CS±/US responsive neurons for control animals and DREADD animals. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 
3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05. c. Proportion of 
individual plasticity groups within CS + responsive cells / animal. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd 
quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. (2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05, N = 4 mice for control 
mice and N = 6 for DREADD mice). d. Proportion of individual plasticity groups within US responsive 
cells / animal. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates 
mean. (2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05, N = 4 mice for control mice and N = 6 for DREADD mice). 
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We also tested whether inhibition of cortical feedback had an effect on the encoding of the 

CS+. For this, the analysis previously performed was used during early extinction 1. We found 

that when the animal was in a high fear state, there were similar levels of non-adapting and 

adapting cells with the ramp-up cells being the most prevalent (Fig. 24a, 2-way ANOVA p > 

0.05).  

The analysis of the ramp-up cells across days showed that inhibiting cortical feedback did not 

change their proportions and that their numbers mirrored freezing behavior (Fig 24b). Overall, 

this suggests that the feedback MGB receives from auditory cortex does not influence the 

encoding of the CS+. 

 

 

Fig. 24: Inhibition of cortical feedback does not alter the CS+ encoding. 
a. Proportion of individual response type groups within CS+ responsive cells/animal on early extinction 
1. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean (2-way 
ANOVA, p > 0.05, N = 4 mice for control mice and N = 6 for DREADD mice). b. Proportion of ramp-up 
cells within CS+ responsive cells/animal. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and 
maximum. Cross indicates mean (2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05, N = 4 mice for control mice and N = 6 for 
DREADD mice). 
 

5.4. Discussion  
 

The aim of this chapter was to explore the role of some of the inputs into MGB. Acetylcholine 

has previously been shown to play a key role in modulating associative fear learning but 

through the basal forebrain-amygdala pathway. With MGB receiving strong cholinergic input 

from PPT, we looked at the role of this pathway by optogenetically modulating PPTMGB 

fibers during fear conditioning. There was a bidirectional effect with the inhibition of this 

pathway leading to increased freezing and activation of this pathway leading to decreased 

freezing. These changes in freezing were not specific to the CS+ as the inhibition led to 

increased freezing during the CS- and baseline periods indicating that the animal is in a higher 

fear state in general and not specifically to the associated tone. This suggests that cholinergic 

drive to MGB is essential for modulating the anxiety levels of mice. High acetylcholine levels 
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lead to a low fear state whereas low acetylcholine levels lead to a high fear state. This is the 

role of just one of the inputs to MGB. We also looked at the role of cortical feedback to MGB. 

The corticocentric view would suggest that the plasticity observed in MGB is due to the 

feedback it receives from layer 6 of auditory cortex. Using NTSR1-CRE mice and 

chemogenetics it was possible to inhibit these cells specifically during auditory fear 

conditioning and recall. We found that the feedback from auditory cortex was not the driver of 

the plasticity observed in MGB. The paradigm used here is with pure tones and it would be 

expected that with more complex sounds the role of the auditory cortex, and the feedback to 

MGB, would be more pivotal than with pure tones80,91.  

The fact that inhibition of auditory cortex does not seem to have an effect on MGB coding and 

plasticity leads to the question of what role these cells play in auditory fear conditioning. To 

answer this question, it would be possible to inject a cre-dependent GCaMP in the auditory 

cortex of NTSR1-cre mice and either image directly the soma of these cells or, using a 

fiberscope, image the fibers in MGB. 

Here we looked at two of the inputs that MGB receives but it would also be of interest to look 

at more of the inputs such as the inferior colliculus, which is one synapse down in the auditory 

pathway and is at the core of the input drive to MGB92. The IC has already been studied upon 

auditory fear conditioning and it was found that the CS+ encoding was changed between pre 

and post conditioning when the tone was paired with the US. These changes were not 

observed when the CS+ was unpaired from the US93. The changes in CS+ encoding observed 

throughout the fear conditioning paradigm in MGB could be due to a change in the information 

received from IC. To test this, it would be possible to perform an all-optical approach which 

would allow us to record MGB neurons whilst inhibiting the incoming IC fibers.  

Another thalamic nucleus of interest is the TRN which send inhibitory inputs to MGB which 

itself receives inputs from the amygdala thus creating an indirect feedback loop between the 

amygdala and MGB. Activation of this pathway leads to an increase in sound response in 

MGB94. This would therefore suggest that TRN could play a key role in auditory fear 

conditioning in providing feedback to MGB. 

Overall, we have shown that MGB receives diverse information from various inputs. MGB 

integrates this information and sends it towards its output pathways. One of the most important 

output pathways for auditory fear conditioning is the amygdala. In the next chapters, we will 

explore the role of these MGBAmygdala projectors (MGBBLA) during auditory fear 

conditioning. 
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Chapter 6. Medial geniculate body projections to amygdala 
not an enriched line 
 

6.1. Introduction 
 

We have previously shown that on the single cell level there is no difference in plasticity 

between the different subdivisions of MGB. Higher order MGBm neurons project to different 

output targets including primary and secondary auditory cortex, striatum and the basolateral 

amygdala95–98. Enrichment of plastic neurons in the MGBBLA pathway might be crucial for 

fear learning, given BLA’s key role in aversive memory formation99. 

 

6.2. Anatomical distribution of MGBBLA neurons 
 

To start understanding the role of MGBBLA neurons, we looked at the anatomical distribution 

of these cells using a retrograde approach. Similar to previous reports100, we found BLA-

projecting MGB neurons to be typically located in higher order MGB areas and particularly 

enriched in the medial subdivision of MGB (Fig. 25a, b, MGBm, 70 ± 7 vs. 23 ± 6% dorsal, 

MGBd or 7 ± 3% ventral, MGBv).  

By-and-large, 30% of MGBm and 10% of MGBd neurons were amygdala-projecting (Fig. 25c). 

In contrast, only a small fraction of MGBv neurons (2%) were retrogradely traced from the 

amygdala. Furthermore, 85 ± 2% of amygdala-projecting MGB neurons (Fig. 25d, N = 6 mice) 

were positive for the higher-order MGB area marker calretinin49, suggesting that calretinin is a 

highly prevalent but not exclusive marker of BLA-projecting MGB neurons. 
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Fig. 25: Anatomical distribution of amygdala projecting neurons in MGB. 
a. Injection of AAV2-retro.hSyn1.mCherry.WPRE.hGHp(A) and latex beads in the basolateral amygdala 
(BLA). MGB was counterstained for calretinin (cyan) and NeuN (yellow) to quantify the BLA projectors 
(red). b. Distribution of BLA-projecting neurons within MGB (N = 6 mice, Friedman test p < 0.001, 
followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test %MGBm vs. %MGBv, p = 0.0016). Boxplots represent 
median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. c. Region-specific proportion 
of BLA-projecting neurons within MGB subdivisions (N = 4 mice, Friedman test, p < 0.01, followed by 
Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, %MGBm vs. %MGBv, p = 0.014). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 
3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. d. Proportion of calretinin-positive BLA-
projecting neurons (N = 4 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. 
 
 

Using a double viral approach including axon.GCaMP6f allowing us to fully label the axons of 

the MGBBLA neurons, it was found that these neurons send collaterals to the auditory cortex 

and in particular layer 1 (Fig. 26). 
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Fig. 26: MGBBLA neurons send collaterals to auditory cortex. 
a. Schematic of tracing approach. b. Overview confocal microscopy image of stained neurons and 
axons. c. Magnification of MGB from b. d. Magnification of auditory cortex from b. e Average 
fluorescence ± s.e.m. across auditory cortex (n = 3 slices / mouse, N = 3 mice). 
 

 

6.3. MGBBLA plastic but not enriched. 
 

To test the physiological function and neuronal activity of amygdala-projecting MGB neurons 

in fear learning, we used a retrograde virus approach to specifically express GCaMP6f in 

MGBBLA-projectors (Fig. 27a, b).  

On average, we could identify 69 ± 9 BLA-projecting GCaMP6f-positive MGB neurons per 

mouse (Fig. 27c, N = 6 mice). Similar to the total MGB population average response (Fig. 3b), 

MGBBLA projectors were activated by the CS+ and the US (Fig. 27d). Across animals, 

22 ± 5%, 10 ± 2% or 68 ± 7% of neurons were responsive to the CS+, CS− or US, respectively. 

These proportions are comparable to the total MGB population (Fig. 27e, 2-way 

ANOVA, p > 0.05). Furthermore, we did not find that combinations of CS+, CS− and US coding 

neurons were enriched above chance levels (Fig. 27f).  
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Fig. 27: MGBBLA responses to CS and US stimuli. 
a. Schematic of viral strategy and location of GRIN lens in MGB to image neuronal activity of 
MGBBLA-projecting neurons. b. MGB field of view with MGBBLA-projecting neurons. Replicated in 
all animals that underwent calcium imaging (N = 6 mice). c. Number of identified individual components 
per animal (69 ± 9, N = 6 mice). d. Mean ± s.e.m population response of one example animal to the CS+ 
and US. Black dots indicate CS + tone pips. Bar indicates shock US. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 
3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. e. Proportion of CS + , CS− and US 
responsive neurons for the total MGB population and amygdala-projecting neurons (2-way ANOVA, 
main effect group, F(1,13) = 3.3, p > 0.05, N = 9 total MGB population mice and N = 6 MGBBLA 
projection neurons mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross 
indicates mean. f. Proportion of mixed selectivity CS± and US coding neurons for the total MGB 
population and amygdala projecting neurons 2-way ANOVA, F(1,13) = 3.9, p > 0.05, N = 9 mice for the 
total MGB population and N = 6 mice for the population of MGBBLA projection neurons. Boxplots 
represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. Dotted lines indicate 
chance overlap level. 
 

Using a cluster analysis approach, we found the same subgroups of CS+ plasticity types in the 

subpopulation of MGBBLA projecting neurons (Fig. 28a) across the conditioning paradigm, 

including stable cells, onset-down cells, CS-down cells, fear cells, fear-inhibited cells, 

extinction up cells, extinction down cells as well as persistent cells. The proportions of the CS+ 

plasticity subgroups were similar to the total population in MGB (2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). 

Analogous to the CS+ representation across days, we found comparable proportions of US 

plasticity types in MGBBLA projectors when compared to the total population (Fig. 28b; 2-

way ANOVA, p > 0.05). 
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Fig. 28: Plasticity of MGBBLA neurons. 
a. Proportion of individual plasticity groups within CS + responsive cells / animal (2-way 
ANOVA, F(1,13) = 1.2, p > 0.05, N = 9 mice for the total MGB population and N = 6 mice for the population 
of MGB → BLA projection neurons). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and 
maximum. Cross indicates mean. b. Proportion of individual plasticity groups within US responsive cells 
/ animal (2-way ANOVA, F(1,13) = 0.5, p > 0.05, N = 9 mice for the total MGB population and N = 6 mice 
for the population of MGBBLA projection neurons). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, 
minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 
 

This data demonstrates that CS as well as US information is encoded by BLA-projecting MGB 

neurons, identifying MGBBLA projectors not only as a source of CS tone inputs but also as 

a strong source of aversive US signals. However, CS and US plasticity is functionally diverse 

beyond response potentiation and, compared to the total MGB population, CS and US 

signaling is not enriched in this specific subpopulation of amygdala-projecting MGB neurons. 

 

6.4. Ramp-Up cells in MGBBLA neurons 
 

We next looked at the CS+ encoding when the animals were in a high fear state (early 

extinction 1). The proportions of CS+ responsive groups were similar between the MGB total 

population and the MGBBLA neurons (Fig. 29a, 2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). On average 36 ± 

5% of MGBBLA CS+ responsive neurons showed ramp-up activity on early extinction 1 

making it the largest group. We therefore observed the proportion of these neurons across 

days and found a similar proportion of CS+ responsive cells showing ramp-up activity across 

days compared to the total MGB population (Fig. 29b, 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05). 
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Fig. 29: MGBBLA neurons show similar CS+ encoding to total MGB population. 
a. Proportion of individual response type groups within CS+ responsive cells/animal on early extinction 
1 (2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05, N = 9 mice the total MGB population and N = 6 mice for the population of 
MGBBLA projection neurons). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. b. Proportion of ramp-up cells within CS+ responsive cells/animal across days 
(2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05, N = 9 mice the total MGB population and N = 6 mice for the population of 
MGBBLA projection neurons). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. 
Cross indicates mean. 
 

This data demonstrates that the CS+ encoding is similar between the total MGB population 

and the subpopulation of amygdala-projecting neurons. 

 

6.5. Discussion 
 

Given the known prominent role of the amygdala in associative fear learning, the study of the 

MGB projections to amygdala is essential to better understand the fear circuitry. This cell 

specificity allows us to go beyond the subdivision of MGB studied previously (see Fig. 11) even 

though these cells are found in majority in higher order areas of MGB. The aim of this chapter 

was to look at the neuronal responses of MGBBLA neurons upon auditory fear conditioning. 

We hypothesized that these amygdala-projectors would show enhanced plasticity compared 

to total MGB population as the amygdala is often regarded as the center for fear learning.  

To test this hypothesis, we used a retrograde viral approach which allowed us to specifically 

image the MGBBLA neurons, distinguishing them from the general population. Surprisingly, 

it was found that the proportion of plastic neurons was not enhanced in MGBBLA neurons 

and was in fact similar to the proportion of plastic neurons in the total MGB population. This 

was the case for the intraday US plasticity as well as for the across day CS+ plasticity. It was 

also observed that the CS+ encoding was similar between the total MGB population and the 

subpopulation of amygdala-projection neurons. This lack of enrichment of neurons with 

dedicated functions in associative learning suggests that MGBBLA neurons is most likely 

not a labelled line, but that MGB propagates experience-dependent changes of neuronal 

activity in associative fear learning to a wider brain network such as the auditory cortex and 
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striatum95. This finding can be compared to recent studies involving the amygdala and the 

striatum101,102. In both of the studies, it was found that heterogeneous behavior-related neural 

activity of projection neurons of amygdala or striatum is broadcast simultaneously and in 

parallel to different downstream targets irrespective of the output pathway. In this case, this 

broadcasting might be achieved by the same subsets of individual MGB neurons as we showed 

that MGBBLA neurons also project to the auditory cortex confirming the results of previous 

studies92,103. 

Given that the microcircuitry of the amygdala has been well-studied within the context of 

auditory fear conditioning it would be of interest to study more specifically the MGB neurons 

that project to specific parts of the microcircuitry perhaps using a cre-dependent retrograde 

virus in Somatostatin-Cre, vasoactive intestinal peptide -Cre or Parvalbumin-Cre mice20,21. This 

would enhance our understanding of both the role these inhibitory interneurons play in auditory 

fear conditioning but also the role of these amygdala projectors. 

We have explored the role of individual MGBBLA neurons upon associative fear learning 

and found that these cells were plastic. We will next explore what effect their manipulation has 

on the animals’ behavior during auditory fear conditioning and the wider role they play in the 

fear circuit.  
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Chapter 7. Medial geniculate body projections to amygdala 
are necessary for learning and for neuronal stability 
 

7.1. Introduction 
 

The amygdala is regarded as the center for auditory fear conditioning58, therefore the result 

showing that there was no enhanced plasticity in MGBBLA neurons compared to total MGB 

population is somewhat surprising and argues for a more distributed coding of auditory fear 

conditioning. The aim of this chapter is to further understand the role of these amygdala-

projecting neurons by optogenetically manipulating them. 

 

7.2. MGBBLA neurons are necessary for associative learning 
 

To understand the role of MGBBLA neurons, we bilaterally manipulated them by specifically 

expressing an inhibitory opsin ArchT, an excitatory opsin Chrimson or a control fluorophore in 

MGBBLA projection neurons (Fig. 30a, b). Inhibition and activation of MGBBLA projectors 

during CS-US pairing on the conditioning day (Fig. 30c) had no effect on fear acquisition (Fig. 
30d,). However, freezing levels were significantly reduced during the fear test 24 h later when 

these neurons were inhibited (Fig. 30d, mean freezing during the first four CS+, Control: 

46 ± 5%, N = 17 mice; MGBBLA ArchT: 22 ± 5%, N = 9 mice and Chrimson: 45 ±5%, N = 8 

mice; p < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test.), indicating 

that activity in MGBBLA projectors is necessary for the consolidation of fear memories. 

The activation of these neurons did not lead to enhanced freezing nor a reduction in freezing 

(Fig. 30d). It is possible that there is a ceiling effect and that activation of these neurons could 

lead to an increase in freezing if a weaker footshock was presented as the freezing does 

increase faster during the FC day compared to control. 
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Fig. 30: Optogenetic manipulation of MGBBLA neurons. 
a. Schematic of experimental approach to optogenetically manipulate MGBBLA neurons specifically. 
b. Confocal image of MGB with MGBBLA neurons stained. c. Schematic of experimental paradigm. 
The optogenetic LED was activated 2 seconds before the CS+ presentation and turned off 2 seconds 
after the end of the US presentation for a total of 36 seconds. d. Freezing to the CS+ pre-FC 
(habituation), during the fear conditioning day and post-FC. Control (white) N = 17, Chrimson (red) N =8 
and ArchT (green) N = 9. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross 
indicates mean. Kruskal-Wallis test p < 0.05 followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. * indicates 
p < 0.05. 
 

Having found that manipulation of the MGBBLA neurons leads to changes in the animal 

behavior during an auditory fear conditioning paradigm it was of interest to explore how these 

manipulations affect the MGB neuronal activity upon fear conditioning. 

 

7.3. Manipulation of MGBBLA neurons leads to changes in US 
adaptation 
 

To further understand the role of these neurons and their role in the fear circuit, we performed 

an all-optical imaging approach. This allowed us to simultaneously image MGB neurons whilst 

also optogenetically manipulate MGBBLA neurons (Fig. 31a-c). Contrary to the bilateral 

manipulation, this unilateral approach did not change the freezing levels of the animals across 

the fear learning and extinction paradigm (Fig. 31d). Given that MGBBLA neurons represent 

only a fraction of the total MGB neuronal population (11 ±2% in total MGB, N = 4 mice, see 

also Fig. 25c), manipulation of these neurons during the CS-US pairing did not affect the mean 

CS+ and US responses of the total imaged MGB population (Fig. 31e). Neither did it affect the 

proportion of CS, US or mixed selectivity responsive cells (Fig. 31f).  
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Fig. 31: All-optical activity recording of MGB and manipulation of MGBBLA neurons. 
a. Schematic of viral approach. A retrograde cre was injected in BLA. A cre-dependent opsin or control 
fluorophore was injected in MGB and GCaMP was injected in MGB allowing for simultaneous recording 
of MGB neurons and optogenetics manipulation of MGBBLA neurons. b. Confocal images of cre-
dependent ArchT in MGBBLA neurons and GCaMP in all MGB neurons. c. Schematic of fear 
conditioning and extinction paradigm. MGBBLA neurons were manipulated during the CS-US pairings 
with the opto LED starting 2 seconds prior to the CS+ and finishing 2 seconds after the end of the US. 
d. Percentage of time spent freezing during 2 minutes baseline (BL) or during CS+ presentations. 
TdTomato control (tdTom, black, N = 9 mice), Chrimson (red, N = 7 mice) and ArchT (green, N = 6 
mice). e. Mean MGB population activity ± s.e.m in response to CS+ and US stimuli upon optogenetic 
light presentation of tdTomato (black, N = 9 mice), Chrimson (red, N = 7 mice) and ArchT (green, N = 6 
mice). f. Proportion of CS + , CS−, US and mixed selectivity CS±/US responsive neurons for tdTomato 
control (tdTom, white, N = 9 mice), Chrimson (red, N = 7 mice) and ArchT (green, N = 6 mice). Boxplots 
represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 2-way ANOVA p > 
0.05. 
 

To further understand how inhibition of MGBBLA neurons could prevent consolidation of the 

learned behavior, we looked more specifically at the learning and the US responses. We found 

that by manipulating the MGBBLA neurons, there were changes in the adaptation to the US 

on the fear conditioning day (Fig. 32a). Indeed, under normal circumstances, with repeated 

CS-US presentations, there is adaptation to the US with the response becoming weaker with 

every US presentation (Fig. 32, TdTom control). To quantify this, the response of an activated 

cell was normalized to the strongest response found in the fear conditioning paradigm (Fig. 
32b). For the control this meant that the 1st US response had a normalized response of 0.61 

(± 0.08) and the last US response had a normalized response of 0.16 (± 0.07).  When the 
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MGBBLA neurons are inhibited, this adaptation is reduced (Fig. 32, ArchT) as the first US 

response had a normalized response of 0.61 (± 0.11) and the last US response was 0.41 (± 

0.1) and to the opposite when these cells are activated this adaptation is enhanced. (Fig. 32, 
Chrimson) as the initial US response was of 0.72 (± 0.11) and the last US response was of 

0.16 (± 0.07). 

 

Fig. 32: Manipulation of MGBBLA neurons leads to changes in US adaptation. 
a. Average traces ± S.E.M. of US responsive cells for individual US presentations (1st US: blue, 2nd US: 
Orange, 3rd US: Yellow, 4th US: Purple and 5th US: Green). From left to right, tdTomato control (tdTom, 
n = 582 cells from N = 9 mice), Chrimson (n = 393 cells from N = 7 mice) and ArchT (n = 380 cells from 
N = 6 mice). b. Quantification of the US response adaptation. US responses for each US activated cell 
were normalized to the strongest US response across the fear conditioning day. tdTomato control 
(tdTom, black, n = 341 cells from N = 9 mice), Chrimson (red, n = 222 cells from N = 7 mice) and ArchT 
(green, n = 164 cells from N = 6 mice). 
 

Overall, we found that manipulations of MGBBLA neurons does not influence the mean 

response to the CS+ or US of MGB neurons nor the proportion of responsive cells to the 

different stimuli or combination of stimuli. However, these manipulations lead to changes in US 

adaptation with inhibition of the MGBBLA neurons leading to reduced adaptation of the US 

response whereas activation of the MGBBLA neurons leads to increased adaptation of the 

US response. We will next explore whether these changes on the fear conditioning day 

influence the plasticity across days. 

 

7.4. Manipulation of MGBBLA neurons leads to aberrant plasticity in 
MGB 
 

Given that manipulation of MGBBLA neurons causes changes in adaptation to the US on 

the fear conditioning day, we looked to see the influence of these cells across the fear 

conditioning paradigm. We found that there were no significant differences in percentage of 

CS+ responsive cells across the fear conditioning and extinction paradigm (Fig. 33a). To look 

at how the CS+ responses may change across days we used the same clustering approach 

previously described.  
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Fig. 33: Manipulation of MGBBLA neurons causes aberrant plasticity in MGB. 
a. Proportion of cells responding to the CS+ across days (tdTom, white, N = 9 mice; Chrimson, red, N 
= 7 mice and ArchT, green, N = 6 mice; 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 
3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. b. Quantification of CS+ plasticity 
subgroups in the tdTomato control (white, N = 9 mice), Chrimson (red, N = 6 mice) and ArchT neurons 
(green, N = 6 mice). 2-way ANOVA followed by Sidak’s post hoc test, p < 0.005, ** and *** indicate p < 
0.01 and 0.001 respectively. Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross 
indicates mean. c. Proportion of CS- responsive cells that are stable or plastic (tdTom, white, N = 9 
mice; Chrimson, red, N = 7 mice and ArchT, green, N = 6 mice; 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05). Boxplots 
represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. d. Proportion of cells 
which are stable or plastic in response to the CS+ or CS- in the tdTomato control group (N = 9 mice). 
Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 2-way 
ANOVA followed by Sidak’s post hoc test, p < 0.005, *** indicates p < 0.001. 
 

Surprisingly, there were significantly fewer stable cells in the Chrimson (11 ± 3%) and ArchT 

(16 ± 3%) groups compared to the control tdTomato group (35 ± 3%) (Fig. 33b). Whilst there 

was not one plasticity group which was specifically enhanced in either the ArchT and Chrimson 

groups, these results show that by manipulating the MGBBLA neurons on the fear 

conditioning day there is aberrant plasticity in response to the CS+ across days. We next 

looked to see if this effect was specific to the CS+ or if there was generalization. There was a 
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small increase in proportion of stable cells in response to the CS- in the control group 

compared to the other groups however this was not significant (tdTomato: 50 ± 2%, Chrimson: 

36 ± 6% and ArchT: 36 ± 7%, 2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05), Fig. 33c). We next checked that the 

animals could differentiate between the associated tone and the control tone. We found that 

there were significantly more stable cells in responses to the CS- than to the CS+ (Fig. 33d). 

Therefore, suggesting that the effect seen is due to aberrant plasticity after manipulation of the 

MGBBLA neurons and not due to the control animals not learning correctly.  

These results suggest that manipulation of MGBBLA neurons leads to aberrant plasticity in 

MGB. The inhibition of these neurons prevents the adaptation to the US, this could lead to 

abnormal responses in the fear circuit which prevents the animals from having overnight 

consolidation of the learned memory and lead to increased plasticity in MGB. The activation of 

these neurons leads to increased adaptation in response to the US, this could also enhance 

the responses in the fear circuit and in itself lead to increased plasticity in MGB and perhaps 

increased freezing to a weaker stimulus. To increase our understanding of this effect, further 

parts of the fear circuit can be explored. Looking at the CS+ encoding in MGB will also further 

our understanding.  

 

7.5. Manipulation of MGBBLA neurons does not alter the CS+ encoding 
 

Manipulation of MGBBLA neurons causes aberrant plasticity in response to the CS+ in MGB. 

To try to further understand what is happening in MGB we can explore the CS+ encoding as 

previously described. 

For this, we looked at the CS+ encoding when the animals were in a high fear state (early 

extinction 1). The proportions of CS+ responsive groups were similar between the different 

groups (Fig. 34a, 2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). The ramp-up cells represented one of the largest 

groups when the animal was in a high fear state. We therefore observed the proportion of 

these neurons across days and found a similar proportion of CS+ responsive cells showing 

ramp-up activity across days in the different groups (Fig. 34b, 2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). 
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Fig. 34: MGB CS+ encoding is stable despite manipulations of MGBBLA neurons. 
a. Proportion of individual response type groups within CS+ responsive cells/animal on early extinction 
1 (tdTom, white, N = 9 mice; Chrimson, red, N = 7 mice and ArchT, green, N = 6 mice; 2-way ANOVA 
p > 0.05). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean.  
b. Proportion of ramp-up cells within CS+ responsive cells/animal across days (tdTom, white, N = 9 
mice; Chrimson, red, N = 7 mice and ArchT, green, N = 6 mice; 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05). Boxplots 
represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. 
 

These results show that the CS+ encoding is similar between the different groups when the 

animal is in a high fear state and across days. Therefore, suggesting that the manipulation of 

MGBBLA neurons does not perturb the CS+ encoding which remains stable. 

 

7.6. Discussion 
 

The aim of this chapter was to further understand the role of MGBBLA neurons within the 

fear circuit by manipulating them during the fear conditioning paradigm. 

Bilateral inhibition of these neurons led to a significant reduction in freezing levels in fear recall 

therefore suggesting that these cells are necessary for fear learning. This result is similar to 

another study where they inhibited calretinin positive cells in MGBm92. However, they also 

found that this inhibition led to reduced levels of freezing on the FC day. We found that whilst 

the vast majority of MGBBLA neurons were calretinin positive, it was not an exclusive marker 
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for these neurons. This could explain the difference in results however, the strength of the 

conditioning protocol and the timing of the footshock could also explain this difference. 

There was no bidirectional effect as activation of the MGBBLA neurons did not lead to 

enhanced freezing. This could be due to a ceiling effect and it would be interesting to observe 

the animal’s behavior with a milder footshock. Indeed, it has previously been shown that 

activation of inputs into BLA, from MGB and ACtx, were sufficient to induce learning97. It is 

therefore likely that with a milder footshock the activation of the MGBBLA neurons would 

lead to increased freezing compared to a control group. 

 We next used an all-optical approach allowing us to image total MGB population whilst 

simultaneously inhibiting or activating MGBBLA neurons. It was found that inhibiting activity 

in the MGBBLA feedforward pathway during fear conditioning led to decreased US 

adaptation. To the contrary the activation of MGBBLA neurons led to an increase in US 

adaptation. These results could suggest that the US adaptation is necessary for learning as 

the information encoded in the US response is passed on to the CS+ response. 

Surprisingly, both the activation and inhibition of this pathway led to enhanced, aberrant 

across-day single cell plasticity in the total MGB population. We can hypothesize that the 

modulation of the US adaptation leads to changes in the fear circuit that, via indirect feedback 

from the amygdala, leads to increased plasticity in MGB. When the MGBBLA neurons are 

inhibited the teaching signal from the US is inhibited which leads to a compensatory 

mechanism in MGB and increased plasticity. When the MGBBLA neurons are activated, it 

leads to increased adaptation to the US which therefore leads to increased plasticity in MGB 

as the information encoded in the US is passed to the CS+ but also the increased activity in 

the amygdala leads to greater feedback in MGB. This hypothesis can be further explored by 

looking at different aspects of the fear circuit. In this thesis, we already looked at cortical 

feedback which did not play a role in this paradigm therefore suggesting that the amygdala 

feedback to MGB could be coming via the reticular nucleus of the thalamus50,94, which might 

be crucial to fine-tune single cell plasticity in MGB. This would further support the notion that 

distributed activity across brain areas and networks is necessary to stabilize neuronal plasticity 

and facilitate precise memory formation as well as behavioral output. 

To further study this, it will be important to understand how this heterogeneous, widely 

distributed population code is established, then how this is interpreted by different downstream 

regions and understand how it is related to complex behavioral output. For this, simultaneous 

multi-site recordings104, targeted activity-dependent neural manipulations105 and computational 

neuroscience tools will be required. 
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Chapter 8. A plastic medial geniculate body which allows for 
stable representation of the sensory environment 
 

8.1. Introduction 
 

We have previously shown that on the single cell level MGB shows plasticity across learning. 

This creates a paradoxical situation whereby MGB can no longer perform its function for 

sensory coding as the cells are coding for the upcoming danger. We hypothesized that the 

answer to this paradox comes from the population level coding whereby the single cells code 

for the learnt behavior whilst the population codes for the sensory inputs. Using miniscope 

deep brain recordings allowed us to follow large numbers of MGB neurons and therefore look 

at the population coding of MGB. 

 

8.2. Decoding of MGB population dynamics 
 

We first tested if the CS+ and CS− can be decoded from Ca2+ activity based on MGB 

population activity. First, we trained a three-way quadratic decoder to distinguish between 

CS+, CS− and baseline activity within the same session (see methods). To balance for different 

cell population sizes between animals, we randomly sub-selected 40 cells for each animal and 

averaged decoder accuracy across 50 independent runs. Furthermore, to account for different 

numbers of CS+ and CS− presentations, we only decoded the first four CS+ and CS− 

presentations. Within each individual session, the decoders achieved high classification 

accuracy (Fig. 35a, >80% compared to 33% chance level) indicating a distinct representation 

of the individual CSs by the MGB population. Surprisingly, decoding accuracy was higher in 

the population of MGBBLA projectors compared to the total MGB population, except for the 

fear conditioning day. To test if CS tones can be accurately detected across days from MGB 

population activity, we next trained sets of two-way decoders to distinguish between baseline 

and CS+ or CS− responses for each experimental day and tested the trained decoders across 

days (Fig 35b). Strikingly, we found that decoder accuracy is robust across days reaching 

decoding levels of ca. 70% or higher, for both the CS+ and the CS− (Fig. 35b, c). This suggests 

that on the population level MGB is stable across days for decoding of the auditory sensory 

environment. This is in contrast to amygdala population coding, where decoding levels for the 

CS+ drop to chance levels after fear conditioning22, indicating that the amygdala gets hijacked 

into a high fear state whereas MGB reliably encodes the different CSs. It is also worth noting 

however that there was a drop in decoder accuracy during the FC day (Fig. 35a) which 
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recovered on the subsequent days. This indicates that there are temporary changes in CS+ 

encoding during the associative learning. 

 

 

 

Fig. 35: MGB population dynamics can be stably decoded across days. 
a. Intraday three-way decoder of CS+, CS− and baseline population responses in CaMKII-positive 
(black) and identified amygdala-projecting MGB neurons (turquoise) reached a minimum mean 
accuracy of 81% across animals. Decoder accuracy dropped to chance levels for decoders trained on 
randomly label training sets (data presented as mean values ± s.e.m.). b. Intra- and across day accuracy 
of decoders trained on CS+ or CS− vs. baseline responses, respectively. 1: Hab, 2: FC, 3: Ext. 1, 4: Ext. 
2. c. Quantification of intra and across day decoder accuracy for decoders trained on habituation day 
data. Mean decoder accuracy across days is >70% for CS+ and CS− population responses in CaMKII-
positive and identified amygdala-projecting MGB neurons (MGB→BLA N = 6 mice, MGB N = 9 mice, 
data represent mean ± s.e.m.).  
 

8.3. Population vector distance 
 

8.3.1 Transient plasticity in MGB and MGBBLA neurons 
 

Next, we compared the population vector distance (PVD) between the evoked population 

responses to the CS+ and CS− and the evoked population responses to the US (Fig. 36a-d). 

During fear conditioning, we found a decrease of the PVD between the CS+ and the US with 

consecutive CS-US pairings (Fig. 36a) for both the total MGB population as well as for 

MGBBLA-projectors, indicating that the CS+ neuronal response was becoming more similar 

to the US neuronal response.  
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Fig. 36: MGB population vector distance is stable across days. 
Relative change in Euclidean population vector distance between the CS+ (d, e) or CS− (f, g) and the 
US within the fear conditioning session (d, f) or across the individual days of the behavioral paradigm 
(e, g). Statistics: d: Friedman test across the relative change in CS+ to US PVD of MGBBLA-projectors 
(p < 0.01), Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons test 1st and 3rd vs. 5th CS/US pairing, p < 0.05. G: Friedman 
test across the relative change in CS− to US PVD of the total BLA-population (p < 0.05), Dunn-Sidak 
multiple comparisons test FC vs. Ext.2: p < 0.05. All other data sets in d-g: p > 0.05. MGB 
population: N = 9 mice, MGBBLA-projectors: N = 6 mice (data represent mean ± s.e.m.).  
 

However, the time courses of the PVD change were different and only the MGBBLA 

population reached a significant change in PVD at the end of the session indicating different 

population dynamics for this subgroup of MGB neurons during associative learning (Friedman 

test, p < 0.01, 1st and 3rd versus 5th pairing: Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons test, p < 0.05). 

Importantly, no changes were found between the evoked responses to the CS− and US during 

conditioning. This would suggest that it is a change in the CS+ encoding which leads to the 

increased similarity to the US and not changes in the US. This was further tested by comparing 

the PVD between the evoked population responses to the first CS+ response and the 

subsequent CS+ presentations (Fig. 37a). This showed that indeed there was movement of 

the CS+ across the FC day. Strikingly and in contrast to previous observations in the 

amygdala22, the PVD between the CS+ and the US changes were not preserved post 

conditioning on the extinction days and the population representation recovered to pre-

conditioning levels similar to the observations using two-way or three-way decoders (Fig. 35). 

The same was observed for the across-day population vector distance of the CS+ to itself (Fig. 
37b).  
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Fig. 37: CS+ to CS+ and CS- to CS- population vector distances.  
a. Relative change in PVD between first CS+ and subsequent CS+ presentations during the fear 
conditioning paradigm (data presented as mean values ± s.e.m.). b. Relative change in PVD between 
the CS+ on the habituation day and the CS+ presentations on subsequent days (data presented as 
mean values ± s.e.m.). c. Relative change in PVD between the CS- on the habituation day and CS 
presentations on subsequent days. MGB total population: N = 9 mice, MGBBLA projectors: N = 6 
mice (data presented as mean values ± s.e.m.). 
 

However, note that we found a significant difference between the CS- to US PVD of the total 

MGB population between the conditioning day and the second extinction day (Fig. 36d, FC 

versus Ext. 2: Friedman test, p < 0.05, Dunn-Sidak multiple comparisons test, p < 0.05). 

Nevertheless, we did not find a change in the CS- to US PVD between the habituation, fear 

conditioning and early extinction days indicating that the CS- representation is stable during 

high fear states in relation to the habituation day and shows no significant drift intraday during 

fear conditioning. Furthermore, the CS- drifts further away from the habituation CS- which 

might be reflective of an enhanced safety signal after extinction (Fig. 37c). 

In addition to the general lack of consolidation of population level changes across fear learning, 

the strength of PVD-changes between the CS+ and US were not predictive of learned freezing 

behavior on an animal-by-animal basis (Fig. 38). 

 

 

Fig. 38: Correlation of relative change in PVD with fear learning.  
Scatter plot of change in population vector distance (ΔPVD) and pre-extinction freezing behavior for N 
= 15 mice. Black dots: Total MGB population. Cyan dots: MGBBLA projector population. Line: Linear 
regression (R² = -0.07, p > 0.05). 
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8.3.2 Inhibition of cortical feedback does not affect population plasticity 
 

We next investigated whether the chemogenetic inhibition of cortical feedback affected the 

changes in PVD between the CS and the US (see Fig. 21). During the fear conditioning day, 

the inhibition of cortical feedback did not influence the plasticity of the CS+ (Fig. 39a) and the 

PVD between the control CS- and US was stable in both control and DREADD groups (Fig. 
39c). The plasticity observed in the CS+ and US PVD was transient as it remained stable 

across days in both the control and DREADD group (Fig. 39b) and the CS- PVD was also 

stable across days (Fig. 39d). 

 

 

Fig. 39: Inhibition of cortical feedback does not affect MGB PVD between CS and US. 
Relative change in Euclidean population vector distance between the CS+ (a, b) or CS− (c, d) and the 
US within the fear conditioning session (a, c) or across the individual days of the behavioral paradigm 
(b, d). Control, black, N = 4 and DREADD, orange, N = 6. 2-way ANOVA p > 0.05. 
 

The inhibition of cortical feedback did not affect the population coding therefore suggesting 

that this cortical feedback is not necessary for the population stability in MGB nor for the 

transient plasticity. 

 

8.3.3 Inhibition of MGBBLA neurons reduces the transient plasticity 
 

Finally, using an all-optical approach to manipulate MGBBLA projectors during fear learning 

(see Fig. 31), we find that the inhibition and action of MGBBLA neurons leads to a reduced 

shift in the population vector distance between the CS+ and the US on the fear conditioning 

day (Fig. 40a, 5th pairing, relative change control: −30 ± 13%, ArchT: −2 ± 3%, Chrimson: -7 ± 

1% 2-way ANOVA, p < 0.05, Sidak multiple comparisons test, p < 0.05). The suppression of 

MGBBLA neurons and the subsequent decrease in PVD could explain the change in the 

animals learning (see Fig. 30). The activation of MGBBLA neurons did not cause a 

significant change in the population plasticity however the 3rd and 5th CS-US pairings did show 

a weaker change in PVD compared to control. This suggests that there is perhaps a small 

change in MGB population coding when MGBBLA neurons are activated. 
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a. Relative change in PVD between the CS and US for Control, ArchT and Chrimson (2-way ANOVA 
followed by Sidak’s post hoc test, p < 0.05, 5th CS+ presentation Control vs. ArchT, p = 0.0324, 
Control N = 9 mice, Chrimson N = 7 mice, ArchT N = 6 mice, data represent mean ± s.e.m.). b-d Relative 
change in population vector distance between the CS+ (a) or CS- (c-d) and the US within the fear 
conditioning session (c) or across the individual days of the behavioral paradigm (b, d) (MGBBLA 
ArchT: N = 6 mice; tdTom: N = 9 mice; Chrimson N = 7 mice, data presented as mean values ± s.e.m.). 
* indicate p-values smaller than 0.05 
 

It is worth noting that manipulations of MGBBLA activity did not affect the post-conditioning 

CS-US PVD-change reset and that the CS+ stayed stable relative to the US across days (Fig. 
40b). These manipulations did not affect the CS- PVD on the fear conditioning day nor across 

days (Fig. 40c, d). 

Overall, these results show that the inhibition of MGBBLA neurons reduces the transient 

population plasticity in MGB. This might be crucial for downstream population plasticity in BLA. 

 

8.4. Discussion 
 

With individual MGB neurons exhibiting plasticity across the associative fear learning 

paradigm, the question of how this brain region can still stably encode for the sensory 

environment is essential. The aim of this chapter was to answer this question. Using 

computational tools, it was possible to analyze the population dynamics of MGB across fear 

learning. 

Firstly, using decoders, it was found that high dimensional representations of CS+ tones are 

stably encoded in MGB populations across associative fear learning, despite plastic changes 

in single cell response patterns. Indeed, within a given day of the fear conditioning paradigm, 

we could train decoders that reliably distinguish between CS+, CS- or baseline activity with 

high accuracy. Strikingly, we could also train decoders that accurately classified baseline vs. 

CS+ or CS- presentations across all experimental sessions and along associative fear 

learning. This is in contrast to the amygdala, where it was possible to train decoders which 

were accurate across habituation days however they broke down after the fear conditioning 
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day22. This data suggests that MGB ensembles exhibit stable population level tone 

representation across days, despite the plasticity of CS responses of individual cells. 

This observation is supported when looking at the MGB PVD between the CS+ and US which 

decreases during the fear conditioning day, yet recovers to baseline levels on the next day 

after the conditioning session. Therefore, suggesting that MGB population coding of sensory 

stimuli only transiently change during associative fear learning and reset overnight allowing for 

stable tone representations on the population level across associative learning. This will be 

crucial for reliable and unbiased representations of sensory stimuli from the environment. 

Once again, this is in stark contrast to the amygdala where it was observed that there was a 

fear-biased change in population level sensory representations. These changes were 

stabilized and consolidated after fear learning22.  In the amygdala the changes in PVD were 

predictive of the animal’s freezing whereas this is not the case for MGB22. All in all, it suggests 

that the population code of the amygdala stabilizes “fear hijacking” of the sensory 

representation, whereas MGB exhibits transient changes in population level encoding, which 

provides a clean slate for future perception that is unaffected by a valence bias. Nevertheless, 

the transient population level changes during fear condition in MGB, which are independent of 

cortical feedback activity, might be crucial to guide long term population level changes in the 

amygdala or other downstream areas upon associative learning. 

Inhibition of MGBBLA neurons reduces the transient plasticity observed in MGB therefore 

suggesting that these neurons stabilize the fear circuit. It is hypothesized that this stability is 

modulated via the TRN as the amygdala provides feedback to MGB via both the auditory cortex 

and the TRN, but we have shown that the cortical feedback to MGB does not modulate the 

plasticity. To further understand the fear circuit and the role of these brain areas, it would be 

of interest to manipulate the TRN neurons whilst recording in MGB. The activation of 

MGBBLA neurons did not lead to a significant change in PVD between the CS+ and US. It 

would be of interest to observe the population level dynamics in MGB when the mice are 

presented with a milder footshock and the MGBBLA neurons are activated. It would be 

hypothesized that this would lead to higher freezing levels compared to a control however this 

may not be translated in any differences in PVD as, in MGB, there is no correlation between 

changes in PVD and freezing. 

These results show that MGB can balance experience-dependent changes on the single cell 

level with stable encoding of the sensory environment on the population level. 
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Chapter 9. General discussion 
 

Associative learning is essential for an animal’s survival. Auditory fear conditioning is a 

paradigm which has been widely used to study associative learning due to its fast learning 

rates and strong memory formation. A large body of work has placed the amygdala at the 

center of fear learning. This has led to a strong understanding of how the amygdala’s activity 

dynamics change during the course of fear learning both on the single cell level as well as on 

the population level20–22. However, it has become apparent that the amygdala is not the sole 

site of fear learning. Brain areas such as the prefrontal cortex, the auditory cortex as well as 

many others have exhibited adaptive changes in neuronal activity across fear learning23. 

Initially, the auditory thalamus, MGB, received attention for its role as integrative site of CS and 

US signaling52. Electrophysiological recordings in MGB revealed that these neurons receive 

converging auditory and somatosensory information. It was therefore suggested that MGB 

might be an ideal site for CS-US integration and neuronal plasticity in auditory fear 

conditioning. It has been shown that neuronal responses to the auditory CS are enhanced in 

MGB upon fear learning53. These studies demonstrated that MGB exhibits neuronal response 

plasticity upstream of response potentiation in the amygdala53,72,73,81. 

Despite these studies, the amygdala-centric view has stayed prevalent in the literature with 

many questions surrounding MGB’s response dynamics across auditory fear learning 

remaining unanswered. How do large populations of MGB neurons encode for the CS and US 

upon associative learning? How do MGB neurons encode for the CS and US plasticity upon 

associative learning? Are the amygdala projectors enriched compared to total MGB 

population? What is MGB’s place in the fear circuit? How can MGB coding be plastic, yet 

ensure stable representations of the sensory environment? This thesis aimed to answer these 

questions. 

Using deep-brain calcium imaging, it was possible to record the neuronal activity of large 

populations of neurons across an associative fear learning and extinction paradigm. We found 

that a large proportion of MGB neurons integrate both auditory stimuli as well as the 

somatosensory footshock. The fact that there was a convergence of the conditioned stimulus 

and of the unconditioned stimulus on individual MGB neurons led to the hypothesis that MGB 

was in an ideal position for Hebbian learning and plasticity across the fear conditioning 

paradigm. 
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This hypothesis was tested and it was found that the CS+ responses varied across the four-

day fear learning paradigm suggesting that there is plasticity in MGB across days. These 

changes in neuronal responses were not due to a natural drift in MGB but due to the associative 

learning as there were significantly more stable cells across days in response to the control 

CS- or in an unpaired group than to the CS+. This plasticity observed in MGB shows that its 

role goes beyond the textbook model of a simple sensory relay. This observation led to further 

questions: many studies in the amygdala looked at individual interneuron subtypes and their 

roles in fear conditioning, what are the roles of individual cell types in MGB? What is the place 

of MGB in the fear circuit? How can MGB still perform its role as a sensory relay without getting 

high-jacked into a fear state? 

In the rodent, MGB neurons have been found to be primarily excitatory with inhibitory inputs 

coming mainly from the TRN and IC106. It is therefore not possible to study individual subtypes 

of interneurons in MGB. There are different cellular markers with calbindin and calretinin being 

differentially expressed within MGB subdivisions49. One study looked at the role of the 

calretinin-positive neurons. They found that these cells also exhibited CS-US association and 

showed plasticity in response to the fear conditioning paradigm92. They also mapped the 

circuitry of these cells, showing that they receive inputs from the IC and they project to the 

BLA. However, as shown here, calretinin does not seem to be an exclusive marker for the 

MGBBLA neurons therefore suggesting that they project to other brain areas. Whilst this 

thesis did not concentrate on specific cell markers, it did look at the cells in MGB which project 

to the BLA. It was interesting to note that this cell population did not show enhanced plasticity 

compared to total MGB neurons therefore suggesting that the experience-dependent changes 

observed in MGB neuronal activity are distributed to a wider brain network.  

Such areas could include the auditory cortex and the striatum. The primary auditory cortex 

receives inputs from the ventral subdivision of MGB but also from the medial subdivision. The 

inputs from the ventral subdivision are sharply tuned and respond to fast modulation in 

sound107. In other words, these inputs act as a sensory relay. However, by looking specifically 

at the cells located in MGBv, we found that these cells were just as plastic as cells located in 

the higher order MGBm. The role of MGBm projections to ACtx and their plasticity has 

previously been studied103. They found that the higher order MGB transmits memory-related 

information to layer 1 of ACtx, which, in turn, is modulated locally via GABAb-receptors. Having 

found that the MGBBLA neurons send collaterals to layer 1 of ACtx, these results would 

suggest that the information encoded by ACtx and BLA may not be the same because the 

modulation of the inputs would differ between the two brain regions. For this reason, it is 

important to study the role of auditory cortex within fear conditioning. 
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The role of ACtx within fear conditioning has been well-studied. It was established that neurons 

in ACtx show enhanced responses to the CS after fear learning108. It was further shown that 

these enhanced CS responses were due to the suppression of cortical habituation109. These 

physiological changes were on a different temporal scale compared to the BLA and perhaps 

not reflective of the immediate learning but due to higher cognitive processing of the fear 

learning18. This would suggest that the experience-dependent changes observed in MGB are 

propagated similarly to the BLA and ACtx, perhaps via the same neurons, but due to local 

modulation of the inputs the brain areas process the information differently. BLA processes the 

immediate threat whereas the ACtx processes the mnemonic memory and perhaps modulates 

the attentional gain to the CS stimuli. This hypothesis is further supported by a study showing 

that inhibition of ACtx does not prevent learning when the CS is either pure tones or noise110. 

Whilst it is important to look at the projections of MGB, to fully understand its role in fear 

learning it is important to study its inputs either feedforward from brainstem areas or feedback 

from cortical or thalamic areas. Having found that modulation of MGBBLA neurons leads to 

increased plasticity in MGB, this would suggest that BLA provides feedback to MGB via an 

indirect pathway. Here, the role of cortical feedback was investigated. Inhibition of cortical 

feedback did not affect plasticity in MGB nor modify the animals’ behavioral response. This 

would suggest that MGB feedback from BLA is not via the ACtx but most likely via the TRN. It 

would be of interest to further study the role of TRN in auditory fear conditioning. 

One brain area not investigated in this thesis, but that is at the core of the input drive to MGB, 

is the IC. IC neurons have previously been shown to be plastic in response to the CS during 

auditory fear conditioning93. However, a study in bats showed that the unpairing of the CS to 

the US did not prevent this plasticity therefore suggesting that this plasticity may be due to 

attention or arousal and not to the learning itself111. It is worth noting that these experiments 

were done using electrophysiology, recording one neuron at a time. It is possible that they only 

recorded from neurons which have a potentiated response but that is not representative of the 

overall population. In the experiments performed in this thesis, around 40% of cells were plastic 

when the CS+ was unpaired from the US therefore it is possible that the IC also shows some 

plasticity which is due to the learning itself and not due to attention and arousal. To study this, 

it would be important to look at large populations of IC neurons, similarly to what was performed 

in this thesis. It would be of particular interest to study the neurons in IC that project to MGB, 

this will help understand whether MGB inherits plasticity from downstream areas or if it is a site 

for plasticity itself. We already found that this plasticity is not inherited from the ACtx. 
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MGB therefore plays a key role within the fear circuit and is more than a sensory relay playing 

a key role in aversive learning. Is the role of MGB limited to auditory fear conditioning or does 

it also play a role in other forms of learning? One study explored the role of MGB in a go/no-

go auditory discrimination task using fiber photometry112. They found that the sound is encoded 

in MGB early but that the choice information was also encoded in MGB several hundred of 

milliseconds after stimulus onset. They also found that MGB exhibited plasticity which 

correlated with learning. Another study found an increase in thalamo-amygdala synapses 

strength upon cue-induced rewards113. All-in-all these studies showed that learning and 

behavior-related coding in MGB is not unique to fear conditioning but is also present with an 

appetitive reward.  

The role of MGB goes beyond the textbook definition of a sensory relay having shown that it 

encodes different behaviors related to different forms of learning. This does however lead to 

the question of how MGB can perform its role as a sensory relay. Whilst it is possible that some 

cells, such as the stable cells described here, do not encode for any learning or that 

presynaptic modulation of MGB inputs in auditory cortex could modulate the information 

presented to the auditory cortex103, it was found that the CS representation was stable across 

days on the population level. This phenomenon has previously been described in cortical areas 

where it has been shown that on the population level there is stable encoding of sensory stimuli 

despite single cell response variability114,115. This allows MGB to balance experience-

dependent plasticity with consistent ensemble level representations of the sensory 

environment and for MGB to support stable auditory perception with minimal affective bias. 

Understanding the role of MGB during associative learning and its role within the fear circuit is 

important for understanding and therefore treating disorders where the associative learning is 

impaired. One such disorder is in PTSD, a disorder where associative learning is debilitating 

as noises, sounds and/or places are associated with traumatic experiences. The current 

treatments for PTSD are medications such as antidepressants116 or other types of 

psychotherapeutic support such exposure therapy117. The neurobiology underlining PTSD is 

not well understood. However, this thesis places MGB as a brain area of interest in the 

research on PTSD. 

Another disorder where the perception of the world is disrupted is in schizophrenia as patients 

suffer from hallucinations (“positive” symptoms)118.  However, the role of MGB in this disorder 

has not been well studied. One study did show that MGB sensory computation is implicated in 

an animal model of schizophrenia, which might lead to the perception phenotype of the mental 

disorder, such as hallucinations119. Our increased knowledge in the physiological neural circuit-

specific computations of MGB will now allow us to probe thalamic function in animal models of 

schizophrenia (e.g. 22q11DS or ErbB4). Of particular interest will be the cells showing ramping 
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activity which are believed to encode for timing. Indeed, it has previously been shown in 

cortico-striatal pathways that temporal control is disrupted in schizophrenia120. 

Overall, this work has shown that there is a distributed circuit for fear learning and has 

expanded on the role of MGB within this circuit. It has shown how on the single cell level MGB 

exhibits plasticity and encodes for the learnt behavior. It has also improved our understanding 

on how MGB interacts with other brain areas and how these interactions modulate memory 

formation and learning. Finally, this work has shown that despite the single cell plasticity, MGB 

can reliably encode for the auditory sensory environment on the population level with minimal 

affective bias. It has demonstrated how MGB balances experience-dependent plasticity with 

consistent ensemble level representations of the sensory environment to support stable 

auditory perception with minimal affective bias. 
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Chapter 10. Methods 

 

10.1. Animal subjects 

 

8 to 12-week-old male C57Bl/6J, heterozygous ChAT-cre (B6;129S6-Chat<tm2(cre)Lowl>/J, 

JAX#006410) or heterozygous NTSR1-Cre (B6.FVB(Cg)-Tg(Ntsr1-cre)GN220Gsat/Mmucd)  

mice were used throughout the study. All experiments were done in accordance with 

institutional guidelines and were approved by the Cantonal Veterinary Office of Basel-Stadt, 

Switzerland. Animals were housed on a 12-hour light / dark cycle and food and water were 

provided ad libitum. 

 

10.2. Surgical procedures 

 

Virus was injected with the help of a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments) in the medial 

geniculate body (for imaging experiments 500 nl, AAV2/5.CaMKII.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40, 

Penn Vector Core or AAVDj8.Ef1α.jGCaMP7f.WPRE.bGHp(A), VVF Zurich.                                 

For optogenetic experiments 500 nl AAV2/5.CAG.flex.ArchT.GFP,                                                         

UNC Vector Core, AAV2/5.CaMKII.EGFP.WPRE.hGHp(A), VVF Zürich, 

AAV2/5.CaMKII.eArchT3.0.2 A.EGFP.WPRE, VVF Zurich or 

AAV2/5.hSyn.dlox.EGFP.dlox.WPRE, VVF Zurich, for all-optical experiments 500 nl, 

AAV2/5.CAG.flex.ArchT.tdTomato, UNC Vector Core or 

AAV2/5.CAG.dlox.tdTomato.dlox.WPRE, VVF Zurich, for tracing experiments 500 nl, 

AAV2/5.hSyn.flex.axonGCaMP6s94, Addgene; coordinates: AP: −3.28, ML: −1.9, DV: 

−3.1 mm,), basolateral amygdala (300 nl, AAV2/9.CaMKII.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40, Penn 

Vector Core; rAAV2-retro.EF1a.GCaMP6f.WPRE, Georg Keller, FMI Vector Core, Basel, 

Switzerland, for tracing experiments 300 nl, rAAV2-retro.hSyn1.mCherry.WPRE.hGHp(A), 

VVF Zurich; or 50 nl CTB 555, Invitrogen, for optogenetic experiments 300 nl rAAV2-

retro.hSyn1.mCherry.icre.WPRE.hGHp(A), VVF Zürich, for all-optical experiments 300 nl 

AAV2-retro.CaMKII.iCre.WPRE.hGHp(A), VVF Zurich; coordinates AP: −1.7, ML: −3.6, DV: 

−3.6 mm or in the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus for optogenetics 500 nl of 

AAV2/5.CAG.flex.ArchT.tdTomato, UNC Vector Core AV4567BC, or 

AAV2/5.shortCAG.lox.ArchT.EGFP.WPRE SV40, VVF Zurich v-461-5, or 

AAV2/1.Ef1a.DIO.ChrimsonR.tdTomato, Georg Keller FMI Vector Core 326, Basel 

Switzerland, or AAV2/5.CAG-lox-tdTomato(rev)-lox-WPRE-bGHp(A), VVF Zurich  v167-5 
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coordinates: AP: -4.8, ML: -1.3, DV: -3.4 mm) of 8-12 week old mice with a glass pipette and 

a pressure ejection system (Picospritzer) under isoflurane anaesthesia (1 − 2%) and 

buprenorphine (0.1 mg/kg) and ropivacaine (65 mg/kg) analgesia. The rAAV2-retro helper was 

a gift from Alla Karpova & David Schaffer (Addgene plasmid #81070). Virus for retrograde 

labelling of MGB neurons was supplemented with blue non-retrograde polymer microspheres 

(1:2400, Duke Scientific Corp.) to label BLA injection sites. For miniature microscope 

experiments, one week after virus injection, a gradient refractive index (GRIN) lens (0.5 or 

0.6 mm diameter, Inscopix) was implanted during a second surgery (anesthesia and analgesia 

see above). A 0.8 mm diameter craniotomy was drilled above the MGB and a small track was 

cut with a 0.7 mm sterile needle. The GRIN lens was then slowly advanced into the brain 

(coordinates: AP: −3.28, ML: −1.9, DV: −3.0 mm), fixed to the skull with light curable glue 

(Loctite 4305, Henkel) and the skull was sealed with Scotchbond (3 M), Vetbond (3 M) and 

dental acrylic (Paladur, Kulzer). A titanium head bar (custom made) was attached to fix the 

animal during the miniature microscope base plate mounting procedure. For optogenetic 

experiments, virus (see above) was injected bilaterally in the basolateral amygdala, 

pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus and medial geniculate body as described above. One 

week later, optical fibers (0.4 mm, 0.5 NA, Thorlabs) were implanted bilaterally above the 

medial geniculate body (Coordinates: AP: −3.28, ML: −1.9, DV: −2.9 mm). Optical fibers, the 

wound and skull were fixed and sealed in a similar manner to GRIN lens implantations. Animals 

were provided with analgesia (buprenorphine, ropivacaine) and their well-being was monitored 

throughout the entire experimental period.  

 

10.3. Behavioral paradigms and analysis 

 

Behavioral experiments were performed during the animal’s light period. A four or five day 

auditory fear conditioning paradigm was performed in a habituation / test context (days 1, 3, 4, 

5) and a fear conditioning context (day 2). Mice were presented with 5 or 6 intermingled CS+ 

and CS- during habituation (6 kHz and 12 kHz, intermingled) in a round plexiglass context. 

CSs were composed of 27 tone pips (200 ms, 75 dB) presented at a rate of 1.1 Hz (Tucker 

Davis Technologies, TDT 78 or RZ6). Fear conditioning was performed in a ca. 25 cm square 

plexiglass box and a shock grid floor (Coulbourn, Noldus). The CS+ (6 kHz and 12 kHz, 

counterbalanced) was terminated by a 2 s 0.65 mA foot shock 1.1 s after the last tone pip. 

During the extinction sessions (day 3, day 4 and day 5, habituation context), 4 CS- and 12 CS+ 

were presented. In some experiments, extinction sessions on day 4 or 5 were followed by 4 

neutral tone presentations (16 kHz at 70 dB). For optogenetic experiments, animals were 

habituated to the optical fiber attachment procedure for 3 days before the start of the fear 
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conditioning paradigm. On the fear conditioning day, optical fibers were attached to the optical 

fiber implant via a ceramic mating sleeve (Thorlabs). ArchT or Chrimson expressing neurons 

were continuously inhibited during the five or six CS-US pairings (starting 2 s before CS onset 

until 2 s after US offset) with a 565 nm LEDs (M565D2, Thorlabs) or with a 625 nm LEDs 

(M625D3, Thorlabs) for ArchT and Chrimson stimulation respectively. Optical stimulation was 

controlled with a custom-built stimulation setup consisting of an Arduino board (Arduino Uno 

REV3, Arduino) and LED drivers (LEDD1B, Thorlabs). For ArchT the stimulation pattern was 

continuous, for Chrimson it was presented at 20 Hz with an up time of 5 ms and a down time 

of 45 ms. The light intensity measured at the optical fiber tip was 19 mW and optical fiber 

implants had a typical attenuation of 30%. Optogenetic experiments were performed and 

analyzed in a blinded fashion. Behavioral experiments were performed and analyzed using 

Cineplex 3.4.1 (Tucker Davis Technologies) or Ethovision 14 (Noldus). Behavioral tracking 

based on the center of mass of the mouse was performed using inbuilt functions of Cineplex 

and Ethovision. Freezing was initially detected automatically based on periods of absence of 

movement (threshold: 1 s) and then manually controlled and adjusted for non-freezing 

episodes (e.g. grooming) post hoc.  

 

10.4. Miniature microscope imaging 

 

The miniature microscope (nVista2.0 or nVoke1.0, Inscopix) was fixed to the base plate on the 

mouse’s head before the experiment using head-fixation at the head bar on a flying saucer 

style running wheel. Mice were initially habituated to this procedure. MGB Ca2+ fluorescence 

was imaged continuously during the behavioral session with the following settings (nVista 

Software Version: 2.0.4): Framerate: 20 Hz, LED-Power: 50-70%, Gain: 1.0-2.0, Image size: 

1024 x 1024 or 1080 x 1080 pxl. LED power and gain were adjusted according to GCaMP 

expression levels and the same settings were used across days for individual mice. For the 

all-optical experiments, the OG-LED-Power was presented 2 seconds before the start of the 

CS+ and finished 2 seconds after the end of the US for a total time of 36 seconds at 10 

mW/mm2. For ArchT group the opto-stimulation was continuous while for ChrimsonR group 

was delivered with a 20Hz stimulation pattern. 
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10.5. Image analysis 

 

Raw image data was analyzed as previously described22,101. Briefly, movies from all behavioral 

sessions were spatially down sampled (2x), bandpass filtered (Fourier transform) and 

normalized by the filtered image (ImageJ). The movies were then concatenated and motion 

corrected using Turboreg (three rounds). Only movies that motion-corrected across days with 

final spatial dislocations of < 2 μm were used for Ca2+ trace extraction. Principal and 

independent component analysis-based detection of individual regions of interest (ROIs) was 

performed on downsampled (5 Hz) ΔF/F movies. ROIs were truncated at 50% peak intensity 

and limited to a size of 30 pixels (ca. 60 μm). ROIs were initially oversampled (300 ICs) and 

then overlaid with the maximum intensity projection of the four-day movie. ROIs that did not 

match individual neurons were discarded. We typically retained 96 ± 5 ICAs per animal for 

CaMKII-GCaMP6f, N = 38 mice, 65 ± 9 ICAs per animal for rAAV2retro.GCaMP6f, N = 6 mice 

and 95 ± 6 ICAs per animal for AAVDJ8.GCaMP7f N = 10 mice. These ICs were then applied 

to the 20 Hz motion corrected raw fluorescence movie to extract single cell Ca2+ traces for 

further processing. 

 

10.6. Ca2+ data analysis 

 

All analysis was based on linearly de-trended and z-scored Ca2+ traces of individual neurons. 

Ca2+ traces were baselined to the time periods preceding CS or US onset. To identify CS- and 

US-responsive neurons and their plasticity types across days, 30 s CS and 2.8 s US responses 

were analyzed using a combined statistical and supervised cluster analysis approach as 

previously described101. Briefly, CS and US responses were analyzed by using a combined 

statistical and supervised cluster analysis. First, CS- and US-responsive cells were identified 

as significantly responsive if their binned Ca2+ fluorescence (CS, 1-s bins, ±30-s window 

around CS onset; US, 1-s bin, ±14-s window around US onset) during the stimulus was 

significantly increased (CS) as well as significantly increased or decreased (US) (Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, alpha-level, 0.01) compared with baseline conditions in at least three or two 

stimulus presentations for the US or CS, respectively (on at least one experimental condition 

for CS responses). This minimum number of sensory responses allowed a reliable detection 

of CS and US plasticity profiles instead of merely general responsiveness across all days, 

without being too sensitive for random Ca2+ responses during individual tone presentations. 

Responses for the CS were collected to tones 1 to 5 in the two habituation sessions and in the 

first fear extinction session (Ext. early) and to tones 8 to 12 in the second fear extinction session 
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(Ext. late). Next, we used a supervised clustering approach on the subset of significantly 

responsive cells to identify different subtypes of CS- and US-responsive neurons. Neuronal 

responses were collected in time windows of −2 s to 15 s and −10 s to 30 s around US and 

CS onset, respectively. Principal components analysis was performed on the concatenated 

responses to the five US stimuli in the FC session to identify the dynamics in the US responses 

within this session. Responses were then projected on the first four principle components 

(>60% variance explained), and k-means clustering was performed (k = 11, cosine distance). 

We then manually joined clusters with similar response profiles in relation to the six response 

types described above. This procedure was replicated for the CS responses after averaging 

responses to the five selected tones in the habituation and extinction sessions as described 

above, to identify the different dynamics in CS responses along the conditioning paradigm. 

CS+, CS- and baseline responses were decoded from MGB Ca2+ activity by fitting three-way 

(CS+ vs. CS- vs. baseline) or two-way (CS+ vs. baseline or CS- vs. baseline) quadratic 

discriminant analysis classifiers. We classified CS+ and CS- responses based on the first four 

presentations to balance for uneven numbers of CS+/- presentations across habituation, fear 

conditioning and extinction days. Baseline responses were sampled from the 30 s periods 

preceding the CS+ and CS-. Classifiers were trained on the mean response of five consecutive 

pip responses within one CS (or the baseline period), such that each training set contained 20 

input variables per condition (i.e. 40 for two-way decoders and 60 for three-way decoders). 

The mean response was calculated based on a 300 ms time window after pip onset and 

classifiers were trained using a 10-fold cross-validation procedure. Decoder accuracy was 

calculated as the mean of the diagonal of the confusion matrix. Classifiers were trained for 

each individual animal and are presented as mean decoding accuracy across animals. To 

balance for unequal cell numbers between the different animals, we randomly selected 40 

neurons from each animal and calculated the mean accuracy from 50 independent runs.  

The population vector distance (PVD) between CS and US responses was calculated based 

on binned (0.275 s bins to accommodate the 1.1 Hz pip frequency) 30 s CS and 4 s US 

responses. PVD was calculated as the Euclidian distance between each CS bin and the mean 

binned US or CS response and then averaged for each 30 s CS. Intraday PVD changes were 

normalized to the PVD of the first CS and across day PVD changes were calculated as the 

mean intraday PVD change for all CSs and normalized to the mean PVD of the habituation 

day. 
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10.7. Sound recordings and analysis 

 

Acoustic signals of the fear conditioning context were recorded with a PCB Precision 

Condenser Microphone (Model 377C01) microphone and a RZ6 Auditory Processor (Tucker-

Davis Technologies) 50 cm above the fear conditioning context at 195 kHz simultaneous to 

miniature microscope imaging during the fear conditioning session. Sound waves were high-

pass filtered at 1 kHz and spectrograms were computed using short-time Fourier transforms 

(spectrogram function, Signal Processing Toolbox, MATLAB, Mathworks). To detect sound-

level correlated neuronal activity, the cross-correlation coefficient between the squared 

acoustic signal binned in 50 ms and the corresponding Ca2+ signal of individual neurons was 

computed with a maximum lag of 500 ms. Cells were classified as sound-correlated if they 

exceeded a maximal cross-correlation coefficient of 0.2. Acoustic event onsets were detected 

based on the peak of the differentiated squared and binned sound wave. Acoustic events were 

not distinguished between animal movement-related sounds and vocalizations of the animal. 

 

10.8. Histology 

 

After completion of the behavioral experiment, mice were transcardially perfused with ca. 5 ml 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS, ThermoFisher) followed by 40 ml 4% paraformaldehyde 

(PFA) in PBS (pH = 7.4). Brains were removed and stored overnight in 4% PFA. 150 µm 

coronal slices were prepared using a vibratome (Campden Instruments) and immunostained 

for calretinin using the following solutions and protocol: carrier solution: 1% normal horse 

serum (NHS, Vector Laboratories) with 0.5% Triton (ThermoFisher) in phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS, ThermoFisher), blocking solution: 10% NHS with 0.5% Triton in PBS. After 

several rounds of PBS washes, slices were blocked for two hours at room temperature and 

incubated in primary antibody in carrier solution (goat anti-calretinin, 1:1000, Swant; rabbit anti-

NeuN, 1:3000, Abcam; rabbit anti-GABA, 1:500, SigmaAldrich) overnight at 4 °C. Slices were 

washed again in PBS and incubated for 2 h at room temperature in secondary antibody in 

carrier solution (donkey anti-goat 647, 1:1000, ThermoFisher; donkey anti-rabbit 405, 1:1000, 

Abcam; donkey anti-rabbit 555, 1:1000, ThermoFisher). After four final washes, slices were 

mounted on slides and cover slipped using 22 x 50 mm, 0.16 - 0.19 mm thick cover glass 

(FisherScientific). Images were acquired with a LSM710 confocal microscope (Zeiss) and 

stitched with Zen 2.1 (black, Zeiss). Confocal images were post processed with ImageJ 

(Version: 2.0). Cells were manually counted using the cell counter plugin 

(https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/cell-counter.html) for ImageJ. 
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10.9. Statistical analysis 

 

Statistical analysis was performed using Matlab (Mathworks) and Prism 8 (Graphpad). Unless 

otherwise indicated, normal distribution of the data was not assumed and non-parametric tests 

were performed. Values are presented as mean ± SEM unless stated otherwise. Box and 

whisker plots indicate median, interquartile range as well as the minimum to maximum value 

of the distribution. Statistical tests are mentioned in the text or figure legends. *, **, *** indicate 

p-values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively. 
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Cortical and limbic brain areas are regarded as centres for learning. However, how thalamic

sensory relays participate in plasticity upon associative learning, yet support stable long-term

sensory coding remains unknown. Using a miniature microscope imaging approach, we

monitor the activity of populations of auditory thalamus (medial geniculate body) neurons in

freely moving mice upon fear conditioning. We find that single cells exhibit mixed selectivity

and heterogeneous plasticity patterns to auditory and aversive stimuli upon learning, which is

conserved in amygdala-projecting medial geniculate body neurons. Activity in auditory tha-

lamus to amygdala-projecting neurons stabilizes single cell plasticity in the total medial

geniculate body population and is necessary for fear memory consolidation. In contrast to

individual cells, population level encoding of auditory stimuli remained stable across days.

Our data identifies auditory thalamus as a site for complex neuronal plasticity in fear learning

upstream of the amygdala that is in an ideal position to drive plasticity in cortical and limbic

brain areas. These findings suggest that medial geniculate body’s role goes beyond a sole

relay function by balancing experience-dependent, diverse single cell plasticity with con-

sistent ensemble level representations of the sensory environment to support stable auditory

perception with minimal affective bias.
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Associative learning depends on the reliable integration of
sensory stimuli from the environment and their associa-
tion with specific aversive or appetitive outcomes to shape

future behaviours. Many cortical and limbic brain areas have been
identified as centres for associative learning. However, how thalamic
sensory relays like the auditory thalamus (medial geniculate body,
MGB), which provide direct sensory input to these areas, participate
in plasticity upon associative learning, yet ensure stable long-term
sensory coding remains unknown. Auditory fear conditioning, a
well-studied classical conditioning paradigm, identified the amyg-
dala as a core brain area for associative learning of stimulus-
predicted (conditioned stimulus, CS, e.g., tone) aversive outcomes
(unconditioned stimulus, US, e.g., mild foot shock)1–4. At its input
site, amygdala response plasticity is thought to be driven by synaptic
potentiation in basolateral amygdala (BLA) neurons5,6. However,
early work demonstrated that the higher order MGB, a major
auditory input hub to the amygdala7, is a site of CS-US integration
and plasticity upon fear learning8–15. Enhanced responses to con-
ditioned stimuli and increased synaptic drive from presynaptic
MGB neurons to the BLA might act as an additional plasticity
mechanism for associative fear learning. Nevertheless, the role of
MGB in neuronal response plasticity upon fear learning has been
controversially discussed1,16,17 and recent physiological studies of
fear conditioning mostly omitted this site of sensory integration and
response potentiation upstream of the amygdala and auditory
cortex. It is currently unknown if individual MGB neurons exhibit
complex response dynamics upon adaptive associative and defen-
sive behaviours and how this potential heterogeneity is balanced
with reliable representations of sensory inputs from the environ-
ment. Furthermore, we are currently lacking a concept of the
ensemble level activity and dynamics in this widely projecting
thalamic auditory relay site, which is crucial to delineate the dis-
tributed population code underlying associative learning and
adaptive defensive behaviours18,19.

Here we used a combination of deep brain Ca2+ imaging,
miniature microscopy and fear conditioning in freely moving
mice to reveal the response dynamics and plasticity of large
populations of auditory thalamus neurons20–22. We find that
individual auditory thalamus neurons exhibit mixed selectivity of
CS and US responses with highly diverse plasticity patterns
during associative learning, while the ensemble representation of
auditory stimuli remains stable along learning. These findings
suggest that auditory thalamus plays a role beyond a classic relay
function by balancing experience-dependent plasticity with stable
ensemble level representations of the sensory environment to
support stable auditory perception with minimal affective bias.

Results
Deep brain imaging of auditory thalamus during fear con-
ditioning. We established a gradient-index lens deep brain
miniature microscope imaging approach of identified auditory
thalamus neuronal populations in freely behaving mice (Fig. 1a,
b)20,22. Using genetically-encoded Ca2+ sensors (Fig. 1c, AAV2/5.
CaMKII.GCaMP6f)23, we tracked large populations of individual
MGB neurons across a four-day auditory fear conditioning
paradigm in freely moving mice. Similar to previous reports24, we
found GABAergic fibres, typically originating in inferior collicu-
lus and the thalamic reticular complex25,26, but virtually no
GABAergic somata in MGB (Supplementary Fig. 1)27, indicating
that we mainly imaged Ca2+ activity of thalamic relay neurons.
We were able to follow 93 ± 4 GCaMP6f-expressing neurons per
mouse (Fig. 1d, e, N= 24 mice) stably within and across sessions
(see Methods). MGB neurons exhibited diverse, spontaneous
activity patterns in freely moving animals (Fig. 1f) as well as cell-
specific responses to pure tone auditory stimuli (Fig. 1g).

Next, we used a classic four-day fear conditioning and fear
extinction paradigm28 (Fig. 2a, b), in which mice learn to
associate a mild foot-shock unconditioned stimulus (US) with a
predictive conditioned stimulus (CS+, 6 or 12 kHz pure tones,
200 ms pips, 27 pips per CS). After fear conditioning, mice
exhibited enhanced freezing to the CS+ (61 ± 6%) when
compared to a neutral CS− (42 ± 8%, N= 15, p < 0.01,
Mann–Whitney test, Fig. 2b; Supplementary Fig. 2a), which
extinguished upon repetitive CS+ presentation (Friedman test,
p < 0.001, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, Extinc-
tion 1 early vs. Extinction 1 late p < 0.01, Extinction 1 early vs.
Extinction 2 late p < 0.001, Extinction 2 early vs. Extinction 2 late
p < 0.05). During fear conditioning, the total neuronal population
(Fig. 2c) as well as individual MGB neurons (Fig. 2d, e) were
strongly responsive to both the CS+ and the US. The proportion
of US responsive neurons (75 ± 5%) was significantly higher than
the proportion of CS+ (27 ± 3%) and CS− neurons (20 ± 2%,
N= 9 mice, see “Methods” for classification of responsive
neurons), while similar proportions of neurons were responsive
to the CS+ and the CS− (Fig. 2f; Supplementary Fig. 2b, c,
Friedman test, p < 0.001 followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons
test CS+ vs. CS− p > 0.05, CS+ vs. US p < 0.05, CS− vs. US p <
0.001). Furthermore, we found mixed selectivity in subpopulations
of neurons that were responsive to combinations of tones and foot
shocks, yet they were not enriched beyond chance level in the total
population (Fig. 2g). These multisensory neurons were spatially
intermingled in MGB and not locally clustered (Fig. 2h–j).

To test if US responses are solely driven by movement of the
animal or self-induced sounds, e.g., escape runs or low frequency
harmonic vocalizations during the aversive foot shock, we
correlated the activity of individual MGB neurons with move-
ment speed or the occurrence of sounds in the context. First, a
large proportion of MGB neurons exhibited an apparent
correlation between movement speed and Ca2+ activity during
the US. However, this is most likely due to the simultaneous
occurrence and conflation of the 2 s aversive foot shock and the
behavioural output (escape), given that the activity in the large
majority of MGB neurons was not motion or speed correlated
during the habituation period (Supplementary Fig. 3). In
addition, US responses in MGB cannot be solely explained by
the auditory environment, i.e., movement sounds or low
frequency harmonic vocalization29,30 of the animal during the
aversive foot shook, given that US and CS+ responses were
typically substantially larger in sound correlated neurons than
responses to self-evoked sounds of the animal (Fig. 2k; Supple-
mentary Fig. 4). This indicates that MGB US responses are most
likely driven by direct somatosensory input, pain signals or
aversive state switches.

In summary, our data demonstrates that auditory thalamus
neurons are strongly responsive to both pure auditory tones as
well as aversive stimuli. This integration of CS and US inputs
underlines that MGB neurons are ideal candidates for sensory
plasticity upon associative learning9,17.

Neural response dynamics of MGB neurons upon fear con-
ditioning. MGB neurons, particularly in the medial subdivision,
have been shown to potentiate auditory CS responses upon fear
learning17. However, their response diversity and dynamics on
the population level upon associative learning remain unknown.
To understand the learning-related dynamics of MGB neurons,
we followed the activity of large populations of individual MGB
neurons across the 4-day fear conditioning paradigm. Using a
cluster analysis approach, we classified CS+ responsive neurons
according to their response dynamics before and after fear con-
ditioning and fear extinction (Fig. 3a, b). On the habituation day
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and on the two extinction days, we identified eight subgroups of
CS+ responsive neurons. 7 ± 1% of cells show stable CS+
responses across days. The remainder could be separated in the
following subgroups of plastic neurons: neurons that abolish their
complete (21 ± 3%, CS down cells) or onset (9 ± 2%, on-down
cells) CS+ response after fear conditioning, neurons with
enhanced CS+ responses when the animal is in a high fear state
(23 ± 5%, fear cells), neurons that are inhibited when the animal
is in a high fear state (4 ± 1%, fear-down cells) as well as neurons
that enhance or decrease their response when the animal extin-
guished the fear behaviour (14 ± 3%, extinction-up cells; 8 ± 2%,
extinction-down cells). In addition, we identified cells that had
stable, enhanced CS+ responses after fear learning (14 ± 4%,
persistent cells, Fig. 3c). Similar subgroups were found for CS−
responsive neurons. However, in contrast to the US-paired CS+,
the group of CS− stable cells was most prominent across days
(Supplementary Fig. 5a–c). In addition, we found similar pro-
portions of CS+ (Supplementary Fig. 2b) and CS− responsive
(Supplementary Fig. 2c) neurons during the habituation, fear
conditioning and extinction days. However, the proportion of
neurons that were plastic and changed their CS responses across

days was significantly higher in the CS+ group (93 ± 1%) com-
pared to the CS− group (60 ± 7%, 2-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001,
followed by Tukey post hoc test, p < 0.05), while the proportion of
stable neurons was higher in the CS− (40 ± 7%) compared to the
CS+ group (7 ± 1%, 2-way ANOVA, p < 0.0001, followed by
Tukey post hoc test, p < 0.05, Fig. 3d), indicating that neural
response plasticity is learning-specific and more prominent for
the paired conditioned stimulus than the control stimulus. To
rule out that CS+ plasticity is not just a result of a general drift in
tone responsiveness across days, we performed an unpaired
conditioning paradigm where the foot shock is not temporally
contingent with the tone CS+, such that the mice experience
similar sensory stimuli to the fear conditioned animals but do not
associate the CS+ with the US and fail to learn to freeze to the
CS+ (Supplementary Fig. 6a, b). Unpaired conditioning did not
affect the proportions of tone and foot shock responsive neurons
in MGB (Supplementary Fig. 6c–h). However, compared to fear
conditioned animals, the majority of neurons exhibited stable
across-day CS+ tone responses in the unpaired condition (61 ±
9%), while the proportion of plastic neurons was significantly
decreased (39 ± 9%, N= 5 mice, Fig. 3e). This data indicates that
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MGB single cell tone responses are by-and-large stable across
days, while CS+ response dynamics of individual neurons after
fear conditioning are due to associative learning-induced plasti-
city and not just a general drift of tone-responsiveness in MGB
across days. Notably, for the minority of MGB neurons that
exhibited CS+ plasticity, the relative proportion of fear cells is
significantly decreased (Supplementary Fig. 6f) when compared
to fear conditioned animals, indicating that the emergence of this
population of neurons with potentiated CS+ responses is specific
to auditory fear learning.

All-in-all, this data reveals a broad response diversity of MGB
neurons upon fear learning that extends previous observations of
fear conditioning potentiated neurons15,16,31. The plastic CS+
subgroups are similar to previously described functional groups
in the amygdala21,22,28,32. While fear and extinction neurons are
the most prominent groups, they appear alongside other distinct
subgroups, indicating that diverse CS+ response plasticity occurs
not only in the amygdala, but also upstream in auditory thalamus.

MGB neurons are diversely tuned to auditory frequencies9 and
individual neurons were reported to change their frequency
tuning upon associative learning11,12,31. To estimate changes in
auditory frequency tuning in large populations of individual

MGB neurons before and after fear conditioning, we presented
200 ms pips of at least eleven different pure tone frequencies
(1–40 kHz) at 65–85 dB to freely moving mice while simulta-
neously imaging MGB Ca2+ activity (Fig. 3f). We found that the
mean pip response of the MGB population across all frequencies
was nearly doubled after fear conditioning (Fig. 3g). Furthermore,
the proportion of tone responsive neurons was increased post
conditioning (Fig. 3h, before: 22 ± 7%, after: 37 ± 6%, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, p < 0.05, N= 7 mice). Besides a general
enhancement of pip responses across the whole population and
all tones, we found that fear conditioning induces a specific
enhancement of selective frequencies compared to the pre-
conditioning state (Fig. 3i), which resulted in a shift of the best
frequency towards the conditioned stimulus (Fig. 3j, pre FC: | Best
frequency - CS+ |= 11 ± 0.45 kHz, post FC: | Best frequency -
CS+ |= 8 ± 0.39 kHz, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p < 0.001, N=
284 cells from N= 7 mice). This shift was specific for the CS+
and did not occur for the CS− (Fig. 3k, p > 0.05, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test). This data indicates that auditory fear
conditioning affects the auditory frequency tuning of MGB
neurons in a stimulus specific manner. However, the absolute
shift across the population is small (ca. 3 kHz), suggesting that

Fig. 2 Mixed selectivity tone CS+ and shock US coding of MGB neurons upon fear conditioning. a Details of the 4-day fear conditioning paradigm.
b Conditioned stimulus (CS) CS+ and CS− freezing (mean ± s.e.m.) during the habituation, fear conditioning as well as extinction days (Ext. 1, Ext. 2. e and
l indicate early and late phases of extinction, i.e., the first four or last four CS+ of the session. Friedman test, p < 0.001, followed by Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test, Ext.1e vs Ext.1 l p= 0.0069, Ext.1e vs Ext.2 l p= 0.0002, Ext.2e vs Ext.2 l p= 0.0281, N= 15 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd

quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. c Population response of one example animal to the CS+ and US (unconditioned stimulus, mean ±
s.e.m.). Blue dots indicate CS+ tone pips. Green bar indicates shock US. Example cell response to the CS+ (d) and US (e). Mean ± s.e.m. of five trials. Dots
indicate CS+ tone pips. Inset represents average response to single pips. f Proportion of CS+, CS− and US responsive neurons. Friedman test, p < 0.001,
followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test: CS+ vs. US, p= 0,029; CS− vs. US, p= 0.0005 (N= 9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile,
minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. g Proportion of mixed selectivity CS± and US coding neurons. Red line indicates chance overlap level (N=
9 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. h Example spatial map of unisensory and
multisensory mixed selectivity CS and US coding neurons in MGB. i Relationship between within response group and across response group pairwise
spatial distance between neurons (N= 855 cells, N= 9 mice). j Cumulative distribution function of pairwise distances between all, US-responsive, CS+
and CS− responsive neurons (N= 855 cells, N= 9 mice). k Mean Ca2+ activity (± s.e.m) of sound-correlated neurons during shock evoked sound events
e.g., mouse escape sounds and low frequency harmonic vocalizations (LFH, orange), the first CS+ pip (blue) and the US (green) from N= 550 CS+/US or
N= 4956 sound event trials from 110 cells out of N= 3 mice. *, **, *** indicate p values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively.
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MGB preserves a broad tuning range for reliable sensory
representation, despite a stronger representation of the CS+.

In addition to plasticity of CS tone representations, we found
that US responsive neurons can be subdivided into stable (8 ±
1%) and plastic cells (92 ± 1%) during fear conditioning. The
majority of US responsive cells was plastic and exhibited dynamic
intra-session representations of the US (Mann–Whitney test, p <
0.001). Using a similar cluster analysis approach, we identified
neurons that demonstrated intra-session potentiation or depres-
sion and subtypes of inhibited as well as off-responsive neurons
that potentially signal relief from the shock (Fig. 3l–n). However,
despite its prominent diversity, the US response type was not
predictive of CS plasticity in MGB neurons. US response and
plasticity type did not overlap with CS response and plasticity
type above chance levels (Supplementary Fig. 7), indicating that
US inputs per se do not drive plasticity in MGB neurons.
Nevertheless, adaptive US responses in MGB could act as an
upstream teaching signal in addition to local circuit
mechanisms33, which direct plasticity in downstream areas like
the amygdala.

MGB is subdivided into a first order, auditory cortex-projecting
nucleus (MGBv) as well as higher order nuclei (MGBd, MGBm),
which send axons to cortical and limbic brain areas, e.g., the
amygdala (Doron and LeDoux, 1999). To test if MGB CS and US
plasticity types are different between first order and higher order
nuclei, we subdivided the cells depending on their location in the
GRIN lens field of view between MGBv and MGBm after
anatomical verification of the lens front location for all mice
where MGBv and MGBm were simultaneously imaged (N= 5
mice, Supplementary Fig. 8a, b). Similar to the total population of
MGB neurons, large fractions of MGBv and MGBm neurons
exhibited plasticity to the US or CS+ (Fig. 3o). Nevertheless,
plastic cells were not significantly different between either
subdivision (Fig. 3o) and the diversity of plasticity subtypes was
similar in the first order (MGBv) vs. higher order (MGBm) area
of auditory thalamus (Supplementary Fig. 8c–e).

Overall, we found that responses of individual MGB neurons to
the CS and US are plastic upon fear conditioning. In addition to
previously reported potentiated auditory neurons, we find highly
diverse subtypes of CS or US plastic neurons that go beyond FC-
driven response potentiation and are distributed similarly across
both first order and higher order MGB subdivisions. US response
subtypes were not predictive of CS plasticity, nor were the
proportions of subgroups or their enrichment predictive of
behavioural outcomes on an animal-by-animal basis (Supple-
mentary Table 1), indicating that MGB neurons might play
diverse roles in guiding memory formation during associative
learning.

Amygdala-projecting MGB neurons are plastic upon associa-
tive fear learning. Higher order MGBm neurons project to dif-
ferent output targets including primary and secondary auditory
cortex, striatum and the basolateral amygdala34–37. Enrichment of
plastic neurons in the MGB→ BLA pathway might be crucial for
fear learning, given BLA’s key role in aversive memory
formation38. Similar to previous reports39, we found BLA-
projecting MGB neurons to be typically located in higher order
MGB areas and particularly enriched in the medial subdivision of
MGB (Fig. 4a, b, MGBm, 70 ± 7 vs. 23 ± 6% dorsal, MGBd or 7 ±
3% ventral, MGBv). By-and-large, 30% of MGBm and 10% of
MGBd neurons were amygdala-projecting (Fig. 4c). In contrast,
only a small fraction of MGBv neurons (2%) were retrogradely
traced from the amygdala. Furthermore, 85 ± 2% of amygdala-
projecting MGB neurons (Fig. 4d; Supplementary Fig. 9a, N= 6
mice) were positive for the higher-order MGB area marker

calretinin40, suggesting that calretinin is a highly prevalent but
not exclusive marker of BLA-projecting MGB neurons.

To test the physiological function and neuronal activity of
amygdala-projecting MGB neurons in fear learning, we used a
retrograde virus approach to specifically express GCaMP6f in
MGB→ BLA-projectors (see “Methods”, Fig. 4e; Supplementary
Fig. 9b). On average, we could identify 69 ± 9 BLA-projecting
GCaMP6f-positive MGB neurons per mouse (Fig. 4f, g, N= 6
mice). Similar to the total MGB population average response
(Fig. 2c), MGB→ BLA projectors were activated by the CS+ and
the US (Fig. 4h). Across animals, 22 ± 5%, 10 ± 2% or 68 ± 7% of
neurons were responsive to the CS+, CS− or US, respectively.
These proportions are comparable to the total MGB population
(Figs. 4i, 2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). Furthermore, we did not find
that combinations of CS+, CS− and US coding neurons were
enriched above chance levels (Fig. 4j). Using a cluster analysis
approach, we found the same subgroups of CS+ plasticity types
in the subpopulation of MGB→ BLA projecting neurons (Fig. 4k,
l) across the conditioning paradigm, including stable cells, onset-
down cells, CS-down cells, fear cells, fear-inhibited cells,
extinction up cells, extinction down cells as well as persistent
cells (Supplementary Fig. 9c–e). The proportions of the CS+
plasticity subgroups were similar to the total population in MGB
(2-way ANOVA, p > 0.05). Analogous to the CS+ representation
across days, we found comparable proportions of US plasticity
types in MGB→ BLA projectors when compared to the
total population (Fig. 4m; Supplementary Fig. 9f, 2-way ANOVA,
p > 0.05).

This data demonstrates that CS as well as US information is
encoded by BLA-projecting MGB neurons, identifying MGB→
BLA projectors not only as a source of CS tone inputs but also as
a strong source of aversive US signals (see also9). However, CS
and US plasticity is functionally diverse beyond response
potentiation and, compared to the total MGB population, CS
and US signalling is not enriched in this specific subpopulation of
amygdala-projecting MGB neurons.

Activity in the MGB → BLA pathway is necessary for fear
memory consolidation and stabilizes MGB plasticity. To test if
activity in MGB→ BLA projection neurons is necessary for fear
learning8,41–44 and MGB plasticity, we specifically expressed the
inhibitory opsin ArchT in MGB→ BLA projection neurons
(Fig. 5a, b, Supplementary Fig. 10a-e). Inhibition of MGB→ BLA
projectors during CS-US pairing on the conditioning day (Fig. 5c)
had no effect on fear acquisition (Fig. 5d, mean freezing during
the last two CS+ presentations, GFP: 65 ± 4%, N= 13
mice; MGB→ BLA ArchT: 60 ± 6%, N= 9 mice; p > 0.05,
Mann–Whitney test, Supplementary Fig. 10f). However, freezing
levels were significantly reduced during the fear test 24 h later
(Fig. 5e, mean freezing during the first four CS+, GFP: 48 ± 6%,
N= 13 mice; MGB→ BLA ArchT: 22 ± 5%, N= 9 mice; p < 0.01,
Mann–Whitney test), indicating that activity in MGB→ BLA
projectors is necessary for the consolidation of fear memories. In
addition, and similar to amygdala-projecting MGB neurons
(Fig. 5a–e), we found that inhibition of neuronal activity in the
total MGB population (Supplementary Fig. 10f–i) or in the first
order ventral nucleus of MGB (Supplementary Fig. 10j) had no
effect on fear acquisition during the conditioning session but
supressed fear memory consolidation.

To test how activity in MGB→ BLA neurons during fear
learning affects across-day plasticity of the total MGB population,
we used an all-optical miniaturized microscope imaging approach
(Fig. 5f). We specifically expressed ArchT or tdTomato in
MGB→ BLA neurons (Fig. 5g) and suppressed their activity
during the CS-US pairings on the fear conditioning day (Fig. 5c)
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while simultaneously imaging the activity of the total MGB
population (CaMKII-driven GCaMP6f). Given that MGB→ BLA
neurons represent only a fraction of the total MGB neuronal
population (ca. 11 ± 2% in total MGB, N= 4 mice, see also

Fig. 4c), inhibiting MGB→ BLA neurons during fear condition-
ing did not affect the mean CS+ and US response of the total
imaged MGB population (Fig. 5h and Supplementary Fig. 11a–e).
However, when comparing the CS+ plasticity across fear learning

Fig. 4 Functional subclasses of CS and US coding neurons are not enriched in amygdala projecting MGB neurons. a Injection of AAV2-retro.hSyn1.
mCherry.WPRE.hGHp(A) and latex beads in the basolateral amygdala (BLA). MGB was counterstained for calretinin (cyan) and NeuN (yellow) to quantify
the BLA projectors (red). b Distribution of BLA-projecting neurons within MGB (N= 6 mice, Friedman test p < 0.001, followed by Dunn’s multiple
comparisons test %MGBm vs. %MGBv, p= 0.0016). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. c Region-
specific proportion of BLA-projecting neurons within MGB subdivisions (N= 4 mice, Friedman test, p < 0.01, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparisons test,
%MGBm vs. %MGBv, p= 0.014). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. d Proportion of calretinin-
positive BLA-projecting neurons (N= 4 mice). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. e Schematic of
viral strategy and location of GRIN lens in MGB to image neuronal activity of MGB→ BLA-projecting neurons. f MGB field of view with MGB→ BLA-
projecting neurons. Replicated in all animals that underwent calcium imaging (N= 6 mice). g Number of identified individual components per animal (69 ± 9,
N= 6 mice). h Mean ± s.e.m population response of one example animal to the CS+ and CS−. Black dots indicate CS+ tone pips. Bar indicates shock US.
Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. i Proportion of CS+ , CS− and US responsive neurons for the
total MGB population and amygdala-projecting neurons (2-way ANOVA, main effect group, F(1,13)= 3.3, p > 0.05, N= 9 total MGB population mice and N=
6 MGB→ BLA projection neurons mice, see also Fig. 2f). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean.
j Proportion of mixed selectivity CS± and US coding neurons for the total MGB population and amygdala projecting neurons 2-way ANOVA, F(1,13)= 3.9, p >
0.05, N= 9 mice for the total MGB population and N= 6 mice for the population of MGB→ BLA projection neurons, see also Fig. 2. Boxplots represent
median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. g Dotted lines indicate chance overlap level. k Examples traces of groups of stable,
onset down, fear and extinction neurons. l Proportion of individual plasticity groups within CS+ responsive cells / animal (2-way ANOVA, F(1,13)= 1.2, p >
0.05, N= 9 mice for the total MGB population and N= 6 mice for the population of MGB→ BLA projection neurons). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd

quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. m Proportion of individual plasticity groups within US responsive cells / animal (2-way ANOVA,
F(1,13)= 0.5, p > 0.05, N= 9 mice for the total MGB population and N= 6 mice for the population of MGB→ BLA projection neurons). Boxplots represent
median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. ** indicate p values smaller than 0.01.
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we find that inhibition of MGB→ BLA neurons during fear
conditioning enhances the proportion of plastic neurons after
fear consolidation (Fig. 5i, stable neurons: tdTom= 27 ± 6%,
ArchT= 7 ± 2%; plastic: tdTom= 73 ± 6%, ArchT= 93 ± 2%; 2-
way ANOVA, F(1, 9)= 10.09, p < 0.05, Sidak’s multiple compar-
isons test, p < 0.05 for stable and plastic neurons; tdTom, N= 5,
ArchT, N= 6 mice). Thus, suppression of activity in MGB→
BLA circuits leads to a facilitation of plasticity in MGB–
potentially as a compensation mechanism–suggesting that
feedforward signalling from MGB to BLA during associative fear
learning is crucial to stabilize plasticity in auditory thalamus.

Population coding and representation of the conditioned sti-
mulus across days. Next, we tested if the CS+ and CS− can be
decoded from Ca2+ activity based on MGB population activity.
First, we trained a three-way quadratic decoder to distinguish
between CS+, CS− and baseline activity within the same session
(see “Methods”). To balance for different cell population sizes
between animals, we randomly sub-selected 40 cells for each
animal and averaged decoder accuracy across 50 independent
runs. Furthermore, to account for different numbers of CS+ and
CS− presentations, we only decoded the first four CS+ and CS−
presentations. Within each individual session, the decoders
achieved high classification accuracy (Fig. 6a, >80% compared to
33% chance level) indicating a distinct representation of the
individual CSs by the MGB population. Surprisingly, decoding

accuracy was higher in the population of MGB→ BLA projectors
compared to the total MGB population, except for the fear con-
ditioning day. To test if CS tones can be accurately detected
across days from MGB population activity, we next trained sets of
two-way decoders to distinguish between baseline and CS+ or
CS− responses for each experimental day and tested the trained
decoders across days (Fig. 6b). Strikingly, we found that decoder
accuracy is robust across days reaching decoding levels of ca. 70%
or higher, for both the CS+ and the CS− (Fig. 6c). This is in
contrast to amygdala population coding, where decoding levels
for the CS+ drop to chance levels after fear conditioning21,
indicating that MGB population representations of CS tones are
stable despite associative learning. Furthermore, we found a drop
in CS+ encoding in MGB→ BLA projectors during the fear
conditioning day, which recovered afterwards (Fig. 6c, see also
Fig. 6a), indicating temporary changes in CS+ encoding during
associative learning.

Finally, we compared the population vector distance (PVD)
between the evoked population responses to the CS+ and CS−
and the evoked population responses to the US (Fig. 6d–g).
During fear conditioning, we found a decrease of the PVD
between the CS+ and the US with consecutive CS-US pairings
(Fig. 6d) for both the total MGB population as well as for
MGB→ BLA-projectors. However, the time courses of the PVD
change were different and only the MGB→ BLA population
reached a significant change in PVD at the end of the session
indicating different population dynamics for this subgroup of

Fig. 5 Inhibition of amygdala projecting MGB neurons prevents memory consolidation and enhances plasticity in MGB. a Optogenetic approach to
inhibit MGB→ BLA projection neurons. b Example ArchT expression in MGB→ BLA projection neurons. Replicated for all animals that underwent
optogenetic inhibition of MGB → BLA neurons (N= 9 mice). c Experimental paradigm: MGB→ BLA neurons are manipulated during the CS+ and US on
the fear conditioning day. d Freezing of GFP and MGB→ BLA ArchT-expressing animals at the end of the fear conditioning paradigm (mean freezing levels
to the last two CS+, GFP: N= 13 mice, MGB→ BLA ArchT: N= 9 mice, p > 0.05, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd

quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. e Freezing of GFP and ArchT-expressing animals upon fear recall during early extinction 1 (Ext. 1,
mean freezing during the first four CS+, GFP: N= 13 mice, MGB→ BLA ArchT: N= 9 mice, two-tailed Mann–Whitney test, p= 0.0056). Boxplots
represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. f All-optical approach to inhibit MGB→ BLA projection neurons during
simultaneous recording of total MGB population activity. g Example GCaMP6f expression in MGB (top) and ArchT expression in MGB→ BLA projection
neurons (bottom). Replicated for all animals that underwent the all-optical paradigm (N= 6 mice). h Mean MGB population activity ± s.e.m in response to
CS+ and US stimuli upon optogenetic light presentation of tdTomato (tdTom, black, N= 5 mice) and ArchT animals (orange, N= 6 mice). i Proportion of
MGB neurons with stable and plastic CS+ responses after fear conditioning in tdTom (N= 5) and ArchT (N= 6) mice (2-way ANOVA, F(1, 9)= 10.09, p <
0.05, Sidak’s multiple comparisons test, p= 0.0104 each). Boxplots represent median, 2nd, 3rd quartile, minimum and maximum. Cross indicates mean. *,
** indicate p values smaller than 0.05 and 0.01, respectively.
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MGB neurons during associative learning (Friedman test, p <
0.01, 1st and 3rd versus 5th pairing: Dunn-Sidak multiple
comparisons test, p < 0.05). Importantly, no changes were found
between the evoked responses to the CS− and US during
conditioning. In contrast to previous observations in the
amygdala21, the PVD between the CS+ and the US changes
were not preserved post conditioning on the extinction days and
the population representation recovered to pre-conditioning
levels similar to the observations using two-way or three-way
decoders (Fig. 6a, c). The same was observed for the across-day
population vector distance of the CS+ to itself (Supplementary
Fig. 12). However, note that we found a significant difference
between the CS− to US PVD of the total MGB population
between the conditioning day and the second extinction day (FC
versus Ext. 2: Friedman test, p < 0.05, Dunn-Sidak multiple
comparisons test, p < 0.05). Nevertheless, we did not find a
change in the CS− to US PVD between the habituation, fear
conditioning and early extinction days indicating that the CS−
representation is stable during high fear states in relation to the
habituation day and shows no significant drift intraday during
fear conditioning. Furthermore, the CS− drifts further away from
the US in comparison to the habituation day which might be
reflective of an enhanced safety signal after extinction.

In addition to the general lack of consolidation of population
level changes across fear learning, the strength of PVD-changes
between the CS+ and US were not predictive of learned freezing
behaviour on an animal-by-animal basis (Supplementary Fig. 13).

Finally, using an all-optical approach to inhibit MGB→ BLA
projectors during fear learning (see Fig. 5), we find that the
suppression of activity in MGB→ BLA leads to a reduced shift in
the population vector distance between the CS+ and the US on
the fear conditioning day (Fig. 6h, 5th pairing, relative change
control: −30 ± 13%, ArchT: −2 ± 3%, 2-way ANOVA, p < 0.05,
Sidak multiple comparisons test, p < 0.05), which might be crucial
for downstream population plasticity in BLA. However, suppres-
sion of MGB→ BLA activity did not affect the post-conditioning
CS-US PVD-change reset (Supplementary Fig. 11f–h).

Taken together, this data indicates that high dimensional
representations of CS+ tones are stably encoded in MGB
populations across associative fear learning, despite plastic
changes in single cell response patterns. In contrast to the
basolateral amygdala21, MGB population representations of
sensory stimuli only transiently change during associative fear
learning and reset overnight, which might be crucial for unbiased
representations of stimuli from the environment.

Discussion
By imaging large populations of MGB neurons, we find that
auditory thalamus is a site of diverse neuronal plasticity during
associative fear learning on the level of single cells as well as the
total MGB population. However, changes in MGB population
level coding are only transient and do not consolidate overnight,
which might be instructive for plastic changes in downstream
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structures during learning, yet allows for long-term stability of
sensory coding across days.

On the level of individual MGB neurons, we observed asso-
ciative learning-induced CS+ response potentiation that resem-
bles classic studies which demonstrated that auditory thalamus
exhibits enhanced responses to aversive conditioned tones14–16,45.
However, recording simultaneously from large populations of
individual neurons in MGB during fear conditioning, we find
diverse plasticity patterns (at least 7) that are similar or go beyond
previously reported plasticity types in cortical46 or limbic
areas21,22,28,32 downstream of MGB as well as calretinin-positive
subpopulations of lateral thalamus neurons44. Changes in CS
responsiveness of individual MGB neurons upon fear learning
and extinction were bidirectional, i.e., potentiated or depressed,
and depended on the behavioural state of the animal. For
example, we find different functional types that are enhanced or
depressed particularly in high fear or extinction states. This
extends the notion of unidirectional response potentiation in
MGB upon associative learning and demonstrates that auditory
thalamus neurons exhibit heterogeneous, adaptive signalling of
threat-predicting auditory stimuli of the environment. Plasticity
in MGB is specific to auditory fear conditioning and not just a
general drift of single cell responses across days. However, by-
and-large, the proportion of individual plasticity subtypes was not
correlated with the strength of post-conditioning freezing or
discrimination levels47 of the animals (Supplementary Table 1,
Supplementary Fig. 13b), suggesting that individual functional
neuronal types in MGB are per se not predictive of an animals’
behavioural output. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of the neu-
ronal response plasticity might be necessary to enhance the
computational capacity and memory specificity of MGB48–51.
Furthermore, precise behavioural outputs might be orchestrated
by heterogenous and complex activity in MGB in coordination
with a distributed downstream network. For example, MGB
neurons project onto amygdala principal neurons and several
amygdala interneuron subclasses33,44,52–55, suggesting that the
diversity of MGB plasticity is tuned to the precise MGB→ BLA
connectivity. This in turn would be crucial for the specific acti-
vation of distinct amygdala circuits and amygdala memory
engrams to recruit input specific behavioural outputs44,56–58.

Besides auditory stimuli, MGB neurons signal the aversive foot
shock (US) during fear conditioning9,15. Indeed, we found that
the proportion of foot shock encoding neurons exceeds the
number of tone CS+ encoding neurons in auditory thalamus of
freely moving animals. The large proportion of US encoding
neurons in MGB and the strength of the US signal on the
population level could not be explained by movement of the
animal or self-vocalization-induced activation of MGB59,60.
Aversive US responses are considered to be more prominent in
higher order auditory thalamus (MGBm)9. Our imaging sites
covered both first order (MGBv) and higher-order (MGBm)
MGB, and US encoding neurons were equally present in both
sites. This demonstrates that multisensory encoding is not an
exclusive feature of higher-order areas of MGB in freely moving
animals, but can also occur in the first order ventral subdivision
that projects to auditory cortex, suggesting that auditory thalamus
conveys aversive US information to a broad range of cortical and
limbic downstream areas during associative fear learning. Strik-
ingly, US responses were heterogeneous across the population of
MGB neurons during fear conditioning. Besides stable US
responders, we identified several plasticity types of US responsive
neurons, including short term facilitating, depressing or off-
responsive neurons. This functional diversity of US neurons
indicates that first and higher order auditory thalamus can signal
distinct types of instructive information, for example adaptive
teaching signals for associative fear learning as well as relief or

safety signals upon termination of the US. Future studies need to
address if and how these non-uniform adaptive MGB US signals
are relayed to specific circuits elements in downstream areas like
the amygdala or auditory cortex55–57,61–67.

CS and US coding neurons are spatially intermingled in audi-
tory thalamus and a large fraction of MGB neurons exhibit mixed
selectivity for both, the CS tone and US foot shock. The con-
vergence of diverse CS and US responses in individual MGB
neurons renders auditory thalamus an ideal site for neuronal
plasticity in associative learning9,17, which is supported by the
finding of large numbers of different subgroups of plastic neurons
upon fear conditioning. Nevertheless, similar to observations
downstream in the basolateral amygdala21,22, the convergence of
CS and US responses in MGB neurons was not predictive of the
response plasticity of a given neuron. Instead, MGB neurons
exhibit manifold functional classes and outcomes of CS/US con-
version upon learning (e.g., CS/US responsive cells can become
potentiated fear cells or CS down cells), suggesting that hetero-
geneous fear conditioning-induced auditory response plasticity in
MGB is most likely governed by multiple cellular or circuit
mechanisms of neuronal plasticity. Indeed, we find subsets of
neurons in all groups of CS plastic neurons that were not US
responsive during FC (see Supplementary Fig. 7). Converging
subthreshold CS and US inputs in dendrites, which cannot be
detected by extracellular measurement of somatic neuronal
activity during fear conditioning, yet might induce local dendritic
plasticity mechanisms68–71, could be a potential source of CS
response adaptation. Alternatively, subsets of MGB neurons might
not require converging CS and US input15 to drive functional
plasticity upon associative learning, arguing for additional plasti-
city mechanisms that go beyond classical Hebbian plasticity and
coincidence detection on a millisecond timescale72, and might
additionally involve slower, neuromodulatory mechanisms73–75

similar to amygdala circuits21,76 or consolidation during sleep14.
Furthermore, brain-wide distributed interacting circuit mechan-

isms could play a role in the formation of single cell plasticity upon
associative fear learning, not only in MGB but across multiple fear-
related brain areas16,28,77–82. The detailed computations within this
distributed network19 and the role of auditory thalamus are poorly
understood. Plasticity and adaptive changes in MGB depend on
uni- or multi-synapse feedback circuits from distinct brain areas
including the amygdala16,83 and cortex84. Nevertheless, our data
supports the notion that learning-induced modifications of neuro-
nal activity in MGB could drive plastic neuronal responses in
downstream areas17. This suggests that at least a part of the het-
erogeneous response plasticity in amygdala or cortex during asso-
ciative fear learning could be inherited in a feedforward fashion
from adaptive changes in the thalamic relay independent of and in
addition to local synaptic and circuit mechanisms33,61,63.

Both, first order auditory cortex-projecting MGBv as well as
higher order areas of MGB (including calretinin-positive lateral
thalamus→BLA neurons44) are necessary for memory con-
solidation and we found similar proportions of CS and US plastic
neurons in both subregions of MGB. Auditory cortex is involved
in the formation of fear memories to complex sound stimuli46

and plasticity in auditory cortex-projecting MGBv neurons might
play an instructive role. Higher order areas of MGB are more
broadly-projecting areas of auditory thalamus and target among
others auditory cortex, striatum and amygdala34,35,37,44,85,86.
Given the amygdala’s prominent role in associative fear learning
and our finding that activity in the MGB→ BLA pathways is
crucial for fear memory consolidation (note that we did not find a
recently observed effect of MGB→ BLA calretinin-positive neu-
rons on fear memory acquisition on the conditioning day44,
which might due to differences in the strength of the conditioning
protocols), we hypothesized that CS and US plastic neurons are
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specifically enriched in MGB→ BLA projection neurons when
compared to the total population including less plastic MGBv
neurons11,12,31. Using a retrograde viral approach, we specifically
imaged BLA-projecting MGB neurons to distinguish these cells
from the general population. Surprisingly, we found that the
proportion of plastic neurons was not enhanced in amygdala-
projecting neurons and was similar to the proportion of plastic
neurons in the total MGB population. This lack of enrichment of
neurons with dedicated functions in associative learning suggests
that the MGB→ BLA pathway is most likely not a labelled line,
but that MGB potentially propagates experience-dependent
changes of neuronal activity in associative fear learning to a
wider brain network, including auditory cortex and striatum34.
This is reminiscent of recent findings showing that heterogenous
behaviour-related neural activity of projection neurons of a given
brain area is broadcast simultaneously and in parallel to different
downstream targets irrespective of the output pathway22,87.
Interestingly, this broadcasting might be achieved by the same
subsets of individual MGB neurons given that higher order
MGB→ BLA neurons also project to auditory cortex (Supple-
mentary Fig. 14)44,86. Finally, perturbing activity in the MGB→
BLA feedforward pathway during fear conditioning led to
enhanced, aberrant across-day single cell plasticity patterns in the
total MGB population after fear conditioning. MGB “over-
plasticity” could be a compensatory mechanism due to the lack of
amygdala activity and polysynaptic amygdala feedback to MGB,
e.g., via the reticular nucleus of the thalamus83, which might be
crucial to fine-tune single cell plasticity in MGB, further sup-
porting the notion that distributed activity across brain areas and
networks is necessary to stabilize neuronal plasticity and facilitate
precise memory formation as well as behavioural output16,18,19,88.
Future work including simultaneous multi-site recordings89,
targeted activity-dependent neural manipulations90 and compu-
tational neuroscience tools will be required to delineate how this
heterogeneous, widely distributed population code is established,
subsequently interpreted by different downstream regions18,19

and related to complex behavioural output.
Locally, on the level of the auditory thalamus, CS responses

could be decoded reliably from the population level responses of
the total MGB ensemble. Within a given day of the fear con-
ditioning paradigm, we could train decoders that reliably distin-
guish between CS+, CS− or baseline activity with high accuracy.
Strikingly, we could also train decoders that accurately classified
baseline vs. CS+ or CS− presentations across all experimental
sessions and along associative fear learning. This suggests that
MGB ensembles exhibit stable population level tone representa-
tion across days, despite the plasticity of CS responses of indi-
vidual cells during fear conditioning, which can be stable over
weeks45. This data is supported by the observation that the MGB
population vector difference between the CS+ and US decreases
during fear conditioning, yet recovers to baseline levels on the
next day after the conditioning session. Thus, MGB exhibits
stable tone representations on the population level across asso-
ciative learning, which will be crucial for reliable representations
of sensory stimuli from the environment, for example, in light of
changing stimulus statistics49 in complex environments and
plastic single cell responses (see above) or behaviour-driven
changes in response amplitudes91. This is in stark contrast to
fear-biased population level changes in sensory representation in
the amygdala that are further stabilized and consolidated after
learning, and prevent the decoding of tone responses across fear
conditioning21. While the population code of the amygdala sta-
bilizes “fear hi-jacking” of the sensory representation, MGB
exhibits transient changes in population level encoding, which
provides a clean slate for future perception that is unaffected by a
valence bias. Nevertheless, the transient population level changes

during fear conditioning in MGB, which are dependent on
MGB→ BLA projection neuron activity, might be crucial to
guide long term population level changes in the amygdala or
other downstream areas upon associative learning21,34,92.

Taken together, our data indicates that auditory thalamus is
ideally positioned to exhibit a complex role in guiding neuronal
plasticity and valence assignment during associative learning that
goes beyond the classical role of auditory processing and response
potentiation during conditioning and potentially extrapolates to a
broad set of behavioural functions93. Delineating the neural cir-
cuit mechanisms that underlie these highly dynamic representa-
tions of uni- and multisensory stimuli in MGB and their
experience-dependent plasticity will open new avenues to
understand the role of early, pre-cortical sensory relays like
auditory thalamus in the formation of sensory percepts and
memories that mediate complex behaviours.

Methods
Animals. In total, 8 to 11-week-old C57Bl/6JRj mice were used throughout the study.
Behavioural experiments were performed with male mice. All experiments were done
in accordance with institutional guidelines (University of Basel, Tierschutz) and were
approved by the Cantonal Veterinary Office of Basel-Stadt, Switzerland. Animals were
housed on a 12-h light / dark cycle at an ambient mean temperature and humidity of
22 C and 55%, respectively. Food and water were provided ad libitum.

Surgeries, virus injection and GRIN lens as well as optical fibre implantation.
Virus was injected with the help of a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments) in the
medial geniculate body (for imaging experiments 500 nl, AAV2/5.CaMKII.GCaMP6f.
WPRE.SV40, Penn Vector Core, for optogenetic experiments 500 nl AAV2/5.CAG.
flex.ArchT.GFP, UNC Vector Core, AAV2/5.CaMKII.EGFP.WPRE.hGHp(A), VVF
Zürich, AAV2/5.CaMKII.eArchT3.0.2 A.EGFP.WPRE, VVF Zurich or AAV2/5.hSyn.
dlox.EGFP.dlox.WPRE, VVF Zurich, for all-optical experiments 500 nl, AAV2/5.CAG.
flex.ArchT.tdTomato, UNC Vector Core or AAV2/5.CAG.dlox.tdTomato.dlox.WPRE,
VVF Zurich, for tracing experiments 500 nl, AAV2/5.hSyn.flex.axonGCaMP6s94,
Addgene; coordinates: AP: −3.28, ML: −1.9, DV: −3.1mm,) or basolateral amygdala
(300 nl, AAV2/9.CaMKII.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40, Penn Vector Core; rAAV2-retro.
EF1a.GCaMP6f.WPRE, Georg Keller, FMI Vector Core, Basel, Switzerland, for tracing
experiments 300 nl, rAAV2-retro.hSyn1.mCherry.WPRE.hGHp(A), VVF Zurich; or
50 nl CTB 555, Invitrogen, for optogenetic experiments 300 nl rAAV2-retro.hSyn1.
mCherry.icre.WPRE.hGHp(A), VVF Zürich, for all-optical experiments 300 nl AAV2-
retro.CaMKII.iCre.WPRE.hGHp(A), VVF Zurich; coordinates AP: −1.7, ML: −3.6,
DV: −3.6mm) of 8-11 week old mice with a glass pipette and a pressure ejection
system (Picospritzer) under isoflurane anaesthesia (1 − 2%) and buprenorphine (0.1
mg/kg) and ropivacaine (65mg/kg) analgesia. The rAAV2-retro helper was a gift from
Alla Karpova & David Schaffer (Addgene plasmid #81070). Virus for retrograde
labelling of MGB neurons was supplemented with blue non-retrograde polymer
microspheres (1:2400, Duke Scientific Corp.) to label BLA injection sites. For minia-
ture microscope experiments, one week after virus injection, a gradient refractive index
(GRIN) lens (0.5 or 0.6mm diameter, Inscopix) was implanted during a second
surgery (anaesthesia and analgesia see above). A 0.8mm diameter craniotomy was
drilled above the MGB and a small track was cut with a 0.7mm sterile needle. The
GRIN lens was then slowly advanced into the brain (coordinates: AP: −3.28, ML:
−1.9, DV: −3.0mm), fixed to the skull with light curable glue (Loctite 4305, Henkel)
and the skull was sealed with Scotchbond (3M), Vetbond (3M) and dental acrylic
(Paladur, Kulzer). A titanium head bar (custom made) was attached to fix the animal
during the miniature microscope base plate mounting procedure. For optogenetic
experiments, virus (see above) was injected bliaterally in the basolateral amygdala and
medial geniculate body as described above. One week later, optical fibres (0.4mm, 0.5
NA, Thorlabs) were implanted bilaterally above the medial geniculate body (Coordi-
nates: AP: −3.28, ML: −1.9, DV: −2.9mm). Optical fibres, the wound and skull were
fixed and sealed in a similar manner to GRIN lens implantations. Animals were
provided with analgesia (buprenorphine, ropivacaine) and their well-being was
monitored throughout the entire experimental period.

Behavioural paradigms and analysis. Behavioural experiments were performed
during the animal’s light period. A four-day auditory fear conditioning paradigm
was performed in a habituation / test context (days 1, 3, 4) and a fear conditioning
context (day 2). Mice were presented with 5 intermingled CS+ and CS− during
habituation (6 kHz and 12 kHz, intermingled) in a round plexiglass context. CSs
were composed of 27 tone pips (200 ms, 75 dB) presented at a rate of 1.1 Hz
(Tucker-Davis Technologies, TDT 78 or RZ6). Fear conditioning was performed in
a ca. 25 cm square plexiglass box and a shock grid floor (Coulbourn, Noldus). The
CS+ (6 kHz and 12 kHz, counterbalanced) was terminated by a 2 s 0.65 mA foot
shock 1.1 s after the last tone pip. During the extinction sessions (day 3 and day 4,
habituation context), 4 CS− and 12 CS+ were presented. For optogenetic
experiments, animals were habituated to the optical fibre attachment procedure for
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3 days before the start of the fear conditioning paradigm. On the fear conditioning
day, optical fibres were attached to the optical fibre implant via a ceramic mating
sleeve (Thorlabs). MGB ArchT-expressing neurons were continuously inhibited
during the five CS-US pairings (starting 2 s before CS onset until 2 s after US offset)
with a 565 nm LEDs (M565D2, Thorlabs). Optical stimulation was controlled with
a custom-built stimulation setup consisting of an Arduino board (Arduino Uno
REV3, Arduino) and LED drivers (LEDD1B, Thorlabs). The light intensity mea-
sured at the optical fibre tip was 19 mW and optical fibre implants had a typical
attenuation of 30%. Optogenetic experiments were performed and analyzed in a
blinded fashion. Behavioural experiments were performed and analysed using
Cineplex 3.4.1 (Plexon Inc) or Ethovision 14 (Noldus). Behavioural tracking based
on the centre of mass of the mouse was performed using inbuilt functions of
Cineplex and Ethovision. Freezing was initially detected automatically based on
periods of absence of movement (threshold: 1 s) and then manually controlled and
adjusted for non-freezing episodes (e.g., grooming) post hoc.

Plasticity of auditory tuning of MGB neurons was tested with a three-day
paradigm. On day one, the animals were exposed to 165–195 presentations of 200
ms pure tone pips ranging from 1 to 40 kHz at 65, 75 and 85 dB. Pure tones were
presented as a series of three pips at a frequency of 0.5 Hz in a round plexiglass
context. The different combinations of tone frequency and sound pressure levels
were presented as randomized trials (five repetitions per combination) with a
minimum intertrial-interval of 11 s. On the consecutive day, the animals underwent
a fear conditioning paradigm as described above (counterbalanced CS+ frequencies
across animals: 8, 16 or 20 kHz). On the post-learning test day (day three), mice
were exposed to the same presentation of pure tone pips as on day 1. MGB neural
activity was imaged throughout the four-day fear conditioning and three-day
auditory tuning paradigm using a miniature microscope.

Miniature microscope imaging. The miniature microscope (nVista2.0 or nVoke,
Inscopix) was fixed to the base plate on the mouse’s head before the experiment
using head-fixation at the head bar on a flying saucer style running wheel. Mice
were initially habituated to this procedure. MGB Ca2+ fluorescence was imaged
continuously during the behavioural session with the following settings (nVista
Software Version: 2.0.4 or nVoke Software Version: 2.1.10): Framerate: 20 Hz, blue
LED-Power: 50–70%, Gain: 1.0–2.5, nVoke stimulation LED power: 10 mW/mm2.
Image size: 1024 × 1024 or 1080 × 1080 pxl. LED power and gain were adjusted
according to GCaMP expression levels and the same settings were used across days
for individual mice. For all-optical imaging and optogenetic stimulation experi-
ments (nVoke, Inscopix), the stimulation LED was switched on 2 s before the start
of the CS and terminated 2 s after the end of the US.

Image analysis. Raw image data was analysed as previously described21,22,95. Briefly,
movies from all behavioural sessions were spatially down sampled (2x), bandpass
filtered (Fourier transform) and normalized by the filtered image (ImageJ). The
movies from all days were then concatenated into a single file and motion corrected
using Turboreg (min. three rounds)96. Only movies that motion-corrected success-
fully across days with final spatial dislocations of < 2 μm were used for Ca2+ trace
extraction. Principal and independent component analysis-based detection of indi-
vidual regions of interest (ROIs) was performed on down sampled (5 Hz) ΔF/F
movies. ROIs were truncated at 50% peak intensity and limited to a size of 30 pixels
(ca. 60 μm). ROIs were initially oversampled (300 ICs) and then overlaid with the
maximum intensity projection of the 4-day movie. ROIs that did not match individual
neurons were discarded. We typically retained 97 ± 5 ICAs per animal for CaMKII-
GCaMP6f, N= 19 mice, 69 ± 9 ICAs per animal for rAAV2-retro.EF1a.GCaMP6f, N
= 6 mice, 90 ± 2 ICAs per animal for tdTomato nVoke experiments, N= 5 mice and
94 ± 2 ICAs per animal for ArchT nVoke experiments, N= 6 mice. These ICs were
then applied to the 20 Hz motion corrected raw fluorescence movie to extract single
cell Ca2+ traces for further processing. The detected ICs from the concatenation
method overlap > 99% with a similar individual day detection and post-hoc alignment
method and was thus deemed more suitable and efficient (Supplementary Fig. 15).

Ca2+ data analysis. All analysis was based on linearly detrended and z-scored Ca2+

traces of individual neurons. Ca2+ traces were baselined to the time periods preceding
CS or US onset. To identify CS− and US-responsive neurons and their plasticity types
across days, 30 s CS and 2.8 s US responses were analysed using a combined statistical
and supervised cluster analysis approach as previously described22.

Auditory tuning curves were calculated based on the mean Ca2+ response
during the 250ms time window after pip onset. Cells were classified as tone-
responsive to individual frequency pips if their mean response exceeded 0.5 zS for at
least two of the frequencies tested. The best frequency (BF) of a neuron was defined
as the frequency that prompted the maximal Ca2+ response averaged across trials.
The difference in BF to the CS+ for comparison across fear conditioning is
calculated on an animal-by-animal basis in absolute values as ΔBF= | BF - CS+ | .

CS+, CS− and baseline responses were decoded from MGB Ca2+ activity by
fitting three-way (CS+ vs. CS− vs. baseline) or two-way (CS+ vs. baseline or CS−
vs. baseline) quadratic discriminant analysis classifiers. We classified CS+ and CS−
responses based on the first four presentations to balance for uneven numbers of
CS+/− presentations across habituation, fear conditioning and extinction days.

Baseline responses were sampled from the 30 s periods preceding the CS+ and
CS−. Classifiers were trained on the mean response of five consecutive pip
responses within one CS (or the baseline period), such that each training set
contained 20 input variables per condition (i.e., 40 for two-way decoders and 60 for
three-way decoders). The mean response was calculated based on a 300 ms time
window after pip onset and classifiers were trained using a tenfold cross-validation
procedure. Decoder accuracy was calculated as the mean of the diagonal of the
confusion matrix. Classifiers were trained for each individual animal and are
presented as mean decoding accuracy across animals. To balance for unequal cell
numbers between the different animals, we randomly selected 40 neurons from
each animal and calculated the mean accuracy from 50 independent runs.

The population vector distance (PVD) between CS and US responses was
calculated based on binned (0.275 s bins to accommodate the 1.1 Hz pip frequency)
30 s CS and 4 s US responses. PVD was calculated as the Euclidean distance
between each CS bin and the mean binned US response and then averaged for each
30 s CS. Intraday PVD changes were normalized to the PVD of the first CS and
across day PVD changes were calculated as the mean intraday PVD change for all
CSs and normalized to the mean PVD of the habituation day.

Sound recordings and analysis. Acoustic signals of the fear conditioning context
were recorded with a PCB Precision Condenser Microphone (Model 377C01)
microphone and a RZ6 Auditory Processor (Tucker-Davis Technologies) 50 cm above
the fear conditioning context at 195 kHz simultaneous to miniature microscope
imaging during the fear conditioning session. Sound waves were high-pass filtered at
1 kHz and spectrograms were computed using short-time Fourier transforms (spec-
trogram function, Signal Processing Toolbox, MATLAB, Mathworks). To detect
sound-level correlated neuronal activity, the cross-correlation coefficient between the
squared acoustic signal binned in 50ms and the corresponding Ca2+ signal of
individual neurons was computed with a maximum lag of 500ms. Cells were clas-
sified as sound-correlated if they exceeded a maximal cross-correlation coefficient of
0.2. Acoustic event onsets were detected based on the peak of the differentiated
squared and binned sound wave. Acoustic events were not distinguished between
animal movement-related sounds and vocalizations of the animal.

Histology. After completion of the behavioural experiment, mice were transcar-
dially perfused with ca. 5 ml phosphate buffered saline (PBS, ThermoFisher) fol-
lowed by 40 ml 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS (pH= 7.4). Brains were
removed and stored overnight in 4% PFA. Of 150 μm coronal slices were prepared
using a vibratome (Campden Instruments) and immunostained for calretinin using
the following solutions and protocol: carrier solution: 1% normal horse serum
(NHS, Vector Laboratories) with 0.5% Triton (ThermoFisher) in phosphate buf-
fered saline (PBS, ThermoFisher), blocking solution: 10% NHS with 0.5% Triton in
PBS. After several rounds of PBS washes, slices were blocked for two hours at room
temperature and incubated in primary antibody in carrier solution (goat anti-
calretinin, 1:1000, Swant; rabbit anti-NeuN, 1:3000, Abcam; rabbit anti-GABA,
1:500, SigmaAldrich) overnight at 4 °C. Slices were washed again in PBS and
incubated for 2 h at room temperature in secondary antibody in carrier solution
(donkey anti-goat 647, 1:1000, ThermoFisher; donkey anti-rabbit 405, 1:1000,
Abcam; donkey anti-rabbit 555, 1:1000, ThermoFisher). After four final washes,
slices were mounted on slides and cover slipped using 22 × 50 mm, 0.16–0.19 mm
thick cover glass (FisherScientific). Images were acquired with a LSM710 confocal
microscope (Zeiss) and stitched with Zen 2.1 (black, Zeiss). Confocal images were
post processed with ImageJ (Version: 2.0). Cells were manually counted using the
cell counter plugin (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/cell-counter.html) for ImageJ.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using Matlab (Mathworks)
and Prism 8 (Graphpad). Unless otherwise indicated, normal distribution of the
data was not assumed and non-parametric tests were performed. Values are pre-
sented as mean ± SEM unless stated otherwise. Box and whisker plots indicate
median, interquartile range as well as the minimum to maximum value of the
distribution. Statistical tests are mentioned in the text or figure legends. *, **, ***
indicate p values smaller than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The source data underlying the main figures and Supplementary information are
available as Source Data file.

Code availability
Custom code used for analysis in this manuscript is available upon request.
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